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ABSTRACT

This report deals with the reoent concept of achieving thermonuclear

fusion through an inertial confinement of the plasma. This new approaoh

is based on micro-implosions of JOT pellets by high power pulsed laser

beams. The central idea behind the laser-induced fusion is to irradiate a

small DT pellet symmetrically with in-sense lacier pulses. The absorbed

laser energy ablates the pellet surfaoe very rapidly so as to provide enoagh

pressure to compress the interior of the pellet to very high densities and

heat it to ignition temperature of a few Kev. The high energy particles

produoed by the thermonuclear reactions in the highly compressed core

region deposit their energy in the adjoining region thereby heating It to

fusion temperature and causing more thermonuclear burn. The entire process

takes place within a short time before the hydrodynamic expansion of the

plasma sets in within a few nanoseconds.

The basic features and energetics of the laser-induced fusion are

outlined qualitatively in the introductory Chapter I. This analysis

clearly brings out the role played by the compression and self-heating af

the pellet in achieving the required break-even conditions.

The success or the laser-implosion scheme depends on the efficiency

of laser-plasma coupling mechanisms. The olassioal process of inverse

bremsstrahlung is inadequate for depositing the incident laser energy in

the pellet plasma. It is thus essential to take into account the other

collective phenomena leading to enhanced absorption . These anomalous
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absorption and scattering processes are discussed in detail in Chapter II

on laser-plasma interactions.

An equally important issue in the laser fusion is the compression

and the subsequent heating of the pellet. The implosion oust be carried

out in such a manner that only the core of the pellet is efficiently

compressed to a very high density and brought to ignition temperature with

minimum heating of the rest of the pellet. This problem of compression

and non-uniform heating involves the dynamics of shock waves driven by the

pressure generated at the ablating'surface of the pellet. The mathematical

formulation of this problem is presented in Chapter III on shock phenomena.

The possibility of reducing the required input energy drastically by

employing a coalesced sequence of weak shocks.in place of a single strong

shock is pointed out' in this chapter.

The various involved nonlinear processes relevant to the problem

are not amenable to un exact analytical treatment and consequently numerical

simulation experiments are of vital importance for a comprehensive

understanding of the laser-driven fusion. Such simulation experiments can

be conveniently carried out by taking recourse to a hydrodynamic approach

for the description of the plasma. The development of suoh a model to

simulate the evolution of laser-irradiated plasma is considered in '

Chapter IV on numerical simulation of laser fusion.

Finally some general conclusions are: summarized in Chapter V.
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LASER INDUCED FUSION - THEORETICAL ASPECTS
by

S. V. Lawande and M. R. Gunye

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

During the lost three decades, there has been an ever increasing

interest in controlled thermonuclear fusion research with the prime

objective of generating power from tha fusion of light nuclei. In fact

the existence of the fusion process as a possible source of energy was

realized even before the discovery of fission. The fusion of li#Jt nuclei

plays an important role in nature, being the basic energy source of the

sun and otoer stars. So far the only successful man-made attempt of

releasing enormous fusion energy is in the uncontrolled form of hydrogen

bomb. However, the attainment of controlled thermonuclear fusion continues

to be an outstanding scientific and technological problem of much more

complexity than the contemporary problem of fission power.

Since the discovery of fission, a considerable amount of research

has been directed towards making fission .power reactors a success. The

abundance of uranium and thorium in the eatth'e crust is estimated to be

about 15 ppm. Even if, over the next fifty years, the vrarld population

increases by fivefold ( * \ s 15 billion) and the average energy consumption

per capita increases by a factor of twelve ( *%• 20 Kffth) from the 1970

values, the known reserves of uranium coupled with the utilization of

thorium in breeder reactors can meet the world's projected energy

requirement of about 9 GH, per year for several centuries. Note that

1 Q is equivalent to 1018 Btu and 1 Btu equals to 2.928 x 10~4 Kwh. The

projected world energy budget of 9 "2 per year is thus equivalent to

3 x 10 KK(th). By the same token, the known fossil fuel reserves of

about 400 Q will be depleted in just over a couple of generations.

Assuming, that solar energy is too diffuse to be of any economic use in
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t'-e foreeable future, the nain burden of mcetinff the world's enerpy

requirements wil] undoubtedly fall on power reactors based on fission .

However, i t is well-knov/n that the two of the major problems associated

with fission power are their inherent tendency of posinf safety hazards

in terras of the eriticality accidents and the release of radioactivity.

With the increasing number of nuclear fission power stations in ihe world,

the problem of safe disposal of -fce radioactive debris produced is expected

to assume a collossal magnitude. Thus, the ma.ior aotivation for looking

beyond the fission energy is not just that i t 1B limited in content but

rather its environmental impact which has b*en brou^it to focus during

the past decade.

On the other hand, the basic fuel in nuclear fusion is the heavy

isotopes of hydrogen, v iz . , deuterium (D) wrd tritium (T) of which P is

abundant in oceans, rouphly about 5 * 10 Kga« More specifically, a litre

of sea water contains approximately 1/32 gram of D as a constituent of heavy

water HEO. The energy potential of deuterium in one litre of sea water is

roughly equivalent to 300 litres of gasolene, or 2.4 tons of TKT or about

2.5 x 10 Kwh.. The cost of extracting D from sea water is only a fraction

of the cost of fossil fuel, about 1 paise/Kwh. It should also be noted -that

the energy content per gram of fusion fuel is. anywhere between 3 to 5 tines

that of fission fuel. The.energy potential of world's deuterium is estimated

to be three million times that of uranium. The other nuclear fusion fuel,

v iz . , tritium does not occur in nature but can be produced as required by

reactions between neutrons and lithium. The present needs of lithium are

satisfied by extracting chis element from brines of mineral springs and

lakes. lithium is also found in the oceans wi-th an-abundance of *\s 1.7 Kg
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per million l itre* of sea water. Moreover, li-Silum occurs in all

igneous rocVs and this abundance in earth's orust la t\s 2 ppm corresponding

to an estimated total energy content of 10 K.V-years.

Since deuterium is to be extracted from sea water and tritium

Is fared within the plant, fusion power generation is free from the

environmental problems associated with the fuel mining in connection with

nuclear fission or fossil fuel power generation. Fusion power is

Inherently safe from any type of nuclear criticality or runaway accident

because the fusion process 1B self-quenching. Further, fusion power

generation involves minimal hazards from nuclear wastes. Apart from the

shortlived (TV, = 1 2 years) radioactive tritium, there are hardly any other

radioactive byproducts comparable in toxicily to S-f or C.S which

emerge from fission process. To summarize, the controlled thermonuclear

reactions involving D and T present us with a potentially inexhaustible,

low cost, efficient and relatively clean source of energy for power

requirements of the future.

In order to -trigger thermonuclear fusion reactions i t is necessary

to bring the two fuel nuclei sufficiently close by overcoming the Coulomb

repulsion. Hi is necensitates the heating of the fuel to very high temperatures

of the order of a few KeV (1&»V - 1.16 x 107 degrees). At this high

temperature the fuel is In the form of a hot plasma which needs to be

confined for a sufficiently long time in order to start a thermonuclear

chain reaction. In the conventional approach, this confinement is attempted

with the help of intense magnetic fields. Though many concepts of an ideal

"magnetic bottle" for plasma confinement have been evolved oirer the period

of last 25 years, they suffer from several instabilities which have prevented



from achieving the required confinement time which ie typically of the order

of one second far the low-density laboratory plasmas. In fact, for a

successful fusion reactor, the basic conditions to be satisfied are

T _>. 10 K, and *VVt ^ L^, . The latter condition i3 known as the

Laws on criterion and L ^ O i 10 for a D-T reactor and Cse. 10 for

a D-D reactor. The experiments on the magnetically confined plasmas

conducted so far have not been able to acTiieve the desired values for all

three parameters, viz . , the density t \ , temperature T and the confinement

time *£ . At the present time the values of only two parameters have

been successfully reached with several alternative geometrical configurations

of the "magnetic bottle" .

An alternative concept of achieving fusion that has received a lot

of attention in recent years Is through an inertial confinement of the plasma.

Such a Bcheme already operates in nature; for example, in the stellar

interior wherein the hot plasma Is contained by the large gravitational forces

due to i ts own mass. This concept is also used, although in an uncontrolled

manner,in the hydrogen bomb where the DT mixture is heated Instantaneously

by a fission explosion, the hot dense plasma produced being eonrined for

the required time by its inertia. This idea of inert!al confinement is being

exploited in laser-induced fusion in a controlled manner. This new approach3''

to fusion problem emerged shortly after the invention of a pulsed laser in

early sixties. The approach is based upon the compression concepts

developed in connection1 with fission weapons and the use of intense laser

beams to drive spherical implosions of DT fuel. The development of this

idea over the past defade coupled with the advancement in laser technology

and the experimental and theoretical investigations concerning the laser-
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plasma interaction has led to the serious consideration of this concept as

an alternative approach to fusion power.

A salient feature of this approach is that i t bypasses a l l the

instabil i ty problems of the conventional magnetic confinement systems.

Furthermore, i t eliminates synchrotron radiation, the cost and technological

problems associated with large magnetic fields. laser-fusion also offers

the possibility of a larger range of applications compared to magnetic

confinement fusion systems. Because of the compactness and simplicity of

reaction chambers, and the greater f lexibil i ty in reactor system design,

there are some applications even before the energy breakeven. Some of them,

include an intense source of neutrons and x-rays useful in simulation of

nuclear weapons, in medical applications, breeding of fission reactor fuel

and fission-fusion hybrid reactors.

The central idea behind the laser induced fusion is to irradiate

a small spherical DT pellet (of about 0.5 mm radius) isotropically with

intense laser pulses. Absorption of the intense main pulse may be enhanced

byshining the pellet in i t i a l ly with a l»w power laser prepulse. The

prepulse ionizes the pellet surface forming a gas that expands relatively

Blowly to create an atmosphere around the pel le t . This atmosphere aids

the absorption of subsequent laser pulses which would have been otherwise

reflected from the pellet surface. The absorbed laser energy creates very

high temperatures and pressures by vaporizing and ionizing the outer surface

layer of the pellet and the hot plasma produced is blown off violently,

thereby sending a shock wave in the cold interior. If the profile of the

laser pul^e is chosen, suitably, a series of imploding shock waves are

produced which are a l l expected to converge at the centre of the pellet .



Th'.i causes compression of the core of the fwl'let to extremely high densities

(of the order of 10 times the solid or liquid density) limited only by

the small electron degeneracy pressure. The compression of the central

region (core) increases i t s temperature to few Kev, thereby init iat ing

thermonuclear reactions. The high energy particles produced in the fusion

reaction in the small central repion deposit their energy in the adjoining

region, thereby heating i t to fusion temperature end causing more thermo-

nuclear burn. This entire process takes place within a few picoseconds

snd continues until a hydrodynamie expansion of the plaema bejrins in

about a nanosecond.

The laser-fusion process depends on many cr i t ica l parameters such as

( l ) the efficiency of the laser-plasma coupling, defined by

where, t » is the energy supplied by laser and *~fe£ i s the thermal

energy of plasma following laser absorption,

( i i ) the number density Vt at which the plasma reacts ,

( i i i ) the in i t i a l temperature produced by the laser-driven heating process,

(iv) the temperature at which plasma reacts following thermonuclear reaction,

(v) the energy multiplication M required for useful energy output defined by

(1.2)

where, fc» is the energy produced by the fusion reactions. The feasibil i ty

of the laser-fusion process depends on laser energy requirements which are

in turn governed by the above parameters. In order to get an insiglit into

this problem of laser-driven fusion, a qualitative analysis based on
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simplified models is desirable before one goes into details which

necessitate more involved theoretical and experimental investigations as

well aa numerical simulations on computer. The broad features and certain

scaling laws emerge from.such a qualitative analysiB.

1.1 BASIC NUCLEAR

The fusion reactions of primary interest are those starting with

tho isotopes of hydrogen:

(3-52

( I * 5 )

The reaction in (1.4) proceeds in the two alternative ways as shown, with

approximately equal probability ô rer the temperature range of interest .

The fusion cross-section ^J\T\ *8 / 'N / 0.04 b at 125 Kev and riaea

to * v 0..? b at 1 lfeV. Incidently ( ^ j i j . i g about the same at

125 KeV but hag a peak value of 0.8 b at 0.5 I-feV. In contrast O-T_

has a peak value of 5-̂ > a-t 125 KeV. Thus the thermonuclear fuel of interest

is D-T mixture which has an appreciable reaction rate in the KeV region.

The required tritium can be generated via the neutron-induced reactions

on lithium.

Lithium occurs in nature as a mixture of two isotopes • L{ and ' Z-<t

with an abundance ra t io of 7.42:92.58. For an overall breeding of tritium
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the f irst of the two reactiona In (1.6) Is mare important as i t has a

fairly I ere? croee-aeetion'' with a peak value of 5 b at xx/ 0.3 M»Y.

On the other hand, for the 14*07 VeV neutrons produced in D-T fusion,

the contribution to triflun production by the second reaction in ( l . 6 )

la much More significant as the croas-aectlon for thifi reaction has a

peak value of *N/ 0.6 b aa compared to the value 0.03 * for the f irst

reaction at rss 10 HeV. fro* thia discussion i t is clear that a preliminary

analyala should be bated on a pellet composed of D-T fuel.

1.2 9CAI.IKG LAWS

a. Direct Heating

For a spherical B-T pallet of radius r and the number densities

V - V\ xt ft/2. * t h **>V- v.V\ xt ft/2. * t h * ^ " l o n •n e r«y produced over certain time t

la fiven by

£? < > vv
/f d.7)

where V - 17.59 MaT, is the eneror released In UP fusion reaction and

la the Muraellian arerage reaction rate at a certain

tewpsrature 7^ of the plaana.. Ihe energy deposited by the laser which

fees Into heating of the plasma to temperature i9 la the thermal energy

«hero Ka Is t»« Boltsaam constant. In writing the Eqa.(l.7, 1.8) i t
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has been implicitly assumed that the temperature >o of the plasma does

not change durinp the reaction and the time t 16 larger than the equilibration

time so that the electrons and ions are at the same temperature T^ •

The condition for energy multiplication as given lay Eqs.

(1.1, 1.2) is

£# = "3" E/Hr (1.9)

and hence one obtains the 'Lawson criterion1

, JV1 12. k,a To11 * = T - w ^ ( )
The time t in these equations may be taken as the hydrodynamic disassembly

time which is the time required for a rarefaction wave from the surface to

reach the centre of the pellet.

(1.11)

with
y

where, § , the rat io of specific heats has been taken to be 5/3 in the

present case and the average mass OV\. - 2 . 5 CfHlu. • I t ie clear that

Eq. ( I ,11) relates the inert ial confinement time to the pe l le t dimension.

The laser energy obtained from Eqs. ( 1 . 1 , 7, 8, 9 , 11, 12) i s given by

one hae < < n ^ >
and hence from Eqs. (1.10 and 1 .13) ,
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n ' t ^ 5-9 X fO13 JTL c*i73ec

t-JL ~C? W / (1.15)

where the solid density f\ of the pellet is taken to be 4«5 * 10 en «

These results show the dependence of the required laser energy on multi-

plication factor M, laser-plasma coupling efficiency £ and the pellet

density n. The laser energy required, even for ideal conditions

(M - 1, £ . - 1) is 1.6 ?4? for the BT pellet at solid density, to be

delivered in a time of the order of nanosecond. This is a very formidable

requirement, considering the presently available laser technology. Moreover,

the Idealized conditions Jf « £. « 1 are never net in reality and the

requirement of laser energy for "break-even" will be s t i l l larger than the

above estimate. The multiplication factor M depends on the conversion

efficiency of thermal to electrical energy which is typically ^ ^ 4<$ and

by the conversion efficiency of electrical to lasei* beam energy which is

for the presently available glass lasers. Thus in the context of present-

day technology, M^v^ 250. The laser-plasma coupling efficiency £ i«

^0.10 for the presently available lasers. A larger coupling efficiency i s ,

in fact, possible only if the laser energy can easily penetrate into the

pellet. This can happen if the laser frequency is larger than the plasm

frequency. This requires, far *>v »%/ 10 em , a laser wi-th wavelength

of about 1500A*. Lasers In this short wavelengtti region have not yet

operated successfully with a significant energy output. However, the Boat

promising laser employed in the feasibility studies is the Nd-glasa laser
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which can be scaled to Kilojoulc energies operating with 1.06 Ac wavelength,

which is much longer than desirable.

b. Heating hv Conduction

The above considerations were based on the assumption that the solid
i

pellet could be directly heated by the laser to thermonuclear temperatures.

For an overdense pellet with density greater than the critical density where

laser penetration cannot occur and direct heating is not possible, an

alternative mechanism of thermal conduction for heating an uncompressed

pellet has been proposed . The electrons in the surface of the pellet are

heated by a laser pulse to a high temperature which leads to driving a

conduction wave into the solid pellet material with supersonic speed. The

resultant heating of the dense pellet is due to the competition between

the conduction wave and the hydrodynamie rarefaction wave, the former movuig

ahead of the latter because of hi#h thermal conductivity. In order to

estimate the pellet heatin? by thermal conduction, one considers a laser

flux & heating the electrons in the surface of the solid DT pellet to

temperature 1^ assumed to remain constant during the laser pulse. The

penetration distance Ct- of -the conduction wave over a time t can be

obtained approximately from the enerpy conservation which implies that the

laser energy supplied to the electrons, viz . ,

is merely conducted away. Thus we can equate the flux (p in Eq.

( 1.16) with the flux
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- «c Te/<* e

given by Fourier's conduction law. This gives a simple estimate

^v0 Ke

with K^S-WI* e^ cJ^cU^ ( T 1 9 )

On the other hand, the penetration depttt vCt, of the rarefaction wave

originating from the surface and propagating with a sound velocity

is given by

1.20)

and from Eq. (1.12)

5 (^^e)

The depth at which the rates of penetration become equal is tiius given by

this depth is reached at time •£ given by

4 f( T



The ion temperature lj> is determined from the electron temperature TL ,

th« equilibration .rate between electrons and ionB and the duration v .

of th« conduction wave. The equilibration rate la given by

3F

for the Coulomb logarithm Ji/y^ t \ p * -Si 5"

The ion temperature can be obtained by integrating Eq. ( 1.24)

Ti ^ ^Te-TO^/r d.26)

One finally obtains from Eqs. (I.2J, 25f 26).

where

and

which gives a value

Q o. 5 6 6 \ (i.28)
It may be mentioned that Brueekner and Jorna'' obtain a value "7*. J^ O » 3 Z5" T*

because of different values for J^ and £ " employed by them.
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The thermal energy C-. j. and fusion energy C-* per unit area

of the heated region are respectively given by

> (

One can easily obtain the following relations from Eqs. (1.21) to

(1.30).

d.31a)

At the ion temperature "J". Or /O */C °f interest, / J U J S ~- /O

which yields the followirg values

cl s. 1- 0 6

£^ =2-73

Note that the absorbed laser energy required to obtain above results

depends on the area illuminated. For the simple one-dimensional model

that we have used, this area should be ^ - 7f ct so a» to avoid

lateral spread of the conduction wave. From the values quoted in Eq.

("1.32), the required £ 1 , £ £ ^ £ 3 |vJJ" . This meant that

the absorbed laser energy for break-even condition ( £ . » a= £ * )



Is about 200 MI. In fact a much' more energy Is required Then one considers

the relevant ( M / f . ) factor In practical caaes. In short, the

uncompressed sphere heated by short wavelength laser which can penetrate

the solid density plasma or by thermal conduction by hot electrons requires

a prohibitive laser input even under ideal conditions of M • £. - 1.

Thus the only hope of reducing the required laser input is in the

/Y\O/"K) a s evident from Eq. (1.15). The effects

of compressing the pellet and the deposition of energy of the fast

particles produced in fusion will be estimated in the next section.

a . Comnression and' Se]f-heatlny

In the preceding analysis, the heating of the pellet due to the

deposition of enerpy from the fast particles produced in fusion was

nepleeted. This Is now taken into account with the help of following

equation

dit dit <J-
where ttie suffix cL indicates the part of fusion energy that is

deposited in the pellet. Assuming "Tl — T — T~ • Eq. ( 1.33)

U — 'e ~~ 'can be rewritten as

(1.34)

The time ever which this heating is effective is restricted by the

hydrodynamic disasspmbly time. By changing the variable from t to r ( t ) ,

and notinp that Aj, frit- — nO- _ n f P—- •

is the sound velocity, one can write
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% v [ — = -i- \

On the other hond, the ratio of fusion energy produced to Initial thermal

energy is

w I

(1.36)

The main problem now iB the detprmination of the deposited energy v\/j

The deposition of enerpy by neutrons- due to the charged particle racoils

depends on the ratio of pellet size to neutron rr.nge ^ . For 14 "e

neutrons, K in DT is about 50 times larper than /^ , the

o£-particle range at T — 5^X/O °A( • ^h"8 PC-P 8 1 * 1 0 1 6 heating

dominates over neutron hpatinp which becomes significant only for large

pellet size and hifh compress ion. The following analysiB is restricted

to enerpy deposition by o^-particles. A useful empirical relation

between enerpy \yj, and f^ is given by

K = K, *
where, \AJ, • 3.53 I*V Js the «C -particle energy and

0*

here,

Thus, Kq. (1.36) can be rewritten with the help of Kqs. ( l . 37 ) i ( 1.38),
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iw
= T t.i \ U-"1" -T-X- / * ' d.59)

0 " * To

Neglecting the depletion of fuel and the hydrodynamic motion, the product

in the integrand of Eq. (l.JS) can be approximated by its initial value

y\ /r, . A straightforward intepratlon of Eq. C 1.39) then gives, with
0 o

the help of Eq. (l.9) and the value V\/ ̂  S

M

A similar approximation In ( 1.55) yields

with

x-i • ~ "

Eq» (1.41) determines the product "H. "^ as a function of 7" a n "

which in turn pives M/ g , from Kq. (7.40). The corresponding laser

input requirement is
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It may be mentioned here that, for l\

small rise in temperature obtained from

(•veak-heating), the

. ( T.40, 41» 42) by replacing

T~

(1.43b)

For "J~ « one obtains

T'=To+o< 2.4-

initial tfmperature "7 and the multiplication factor M/

This heatine is quite apnreeiable for the practical ease wherein

In such practical cesest it is, however, necessary to solve the Eqs.

( 1.40, 41, 42) exactly to obtain the rise in temperature as a function of

. The net

effect of this self-heating is to reduce the required laser input energy

£ . by several orders of magnitude due to the fact that the fuel

temperature rises which subsequently leads to a considerably high reaction

rate K^C "\y*> • As a result, the pellet need be heated by the

laser pulse to a small initial temperature 7" Just enough to trigger

thermonuclear reactions. This initial temperature, however, depends on

other energy loss mechanisms which prevent heating, the most important

of them being the bremsstrahlung radiation^ Though a detailed treatment

of radiation losses Is necessary for accurate prediction, qualitAtive

estimates indicate that at the temperatures as low as 10 "K, a'highly

compressed DT pellet for large values of M/ g, is opaque to bremsstrahlung

radiation.



d. Non-uniform Compression

In actual practice the compression of tiie pellet is non-uniform

because only a small central region of the pellet is significantly

compressed due to the convergence of the shock waves resulting from the

pellet ablation. This causes a sufficiently high temperature in the central

care leading to thermonuclear ignition. A part of the energy produced in

thib burning region may be deposited in the adjacent cold fuel region

heating it to Ignition temperature. Thus a spherically expanding burning

wave is produced which propagates throughout the pellet causing complete

ignition. This leads to a substantial reduction of the energy required

to initiate the burning process as compared to the corresponding case of

uniform heating considered earlier. In a simple model , one can study

the propagation of the burning front from energy conservation by ignoring

the details of hydrodynamic motion. The rate of energy production in the

central region with density t\, is

where only the energy deposition from ^-particles alone is included.

The contributions to Eq. (1.44) from neutrons may become important when

the s-iae of the burning region becomes comparable to the neutron mean-free

path. Equating the< rate of increase in energy in Eq. (I.44) to the rate

of increase in the internal energy of the expanding region, one obtains

It should be mentioned here tiiat because of spherical symmetry, only 1/j

of the total internal energy of the plasma contributes to the expansion. Thus,
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TP
The C»C particles will continue to heat this region of burning fuel until

a temperature is reached at which the range of oL -particle is equal to the

radius of the burning front. Bits implies

( M 7 )

Combining Eqs. (I.46) and ( i .47) , one obtains

<<rv->J>T

= 1-36

At the ignition temperature f ^$ f 0 °/C » the Dur*>ine front

advances with supersonic speed ( >£, ̂ . f, 3 6^ *L^" )• •"'ie

the central region of uniform heating may be estimated from Eq. (1.41)

which was obtained from the considerations of uniform heating. Solving

Eq. (I.41) one obtains

(1.49)

One can estimate this product (i\<fc) in Eq. ( l .49) froa the values of XT*

and X _̂ computed with initial temperature To — 4 - X 10 *j^and the

igr/ition temperature f '=- 2L X 10 °K l n ^ ('M2). Wiio yieldi

the radius -^ in terms of ihe compression.
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= 2. ' %\ (V^o/^ ) (1.50)

The initial thermal energy required to produce ignition in the central

region is consequently given by

For a pellet of radius R, the net initial energy la the sun of the energy

required for heating the central region and the energy of the rest of the

pellet. The minimum energy of the rest of the pellet Is the degeneracy

enerfy of the electrons given by

where,

Hence,

The corresponding fusion yield is given by

4 £ (l-54
where *71 and "V̂ ' are the initial and final densities of the central

region wherein thermonuclear reactions take place leading to the depletion

of fuel governed by the equation,

= ^ < < r v > j > r
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Integrating,

Combining (1.54) and (T.56),

The time t may be assumed to correspond to the hydrodynamie disassembly

time Riven by Eq. (1.11). One can then rewrite Eq. (1.57) *•

E,=
with

* iO1 ^-59)

As an example one may consider that the fuel bums at temperature

of T* - 10^ *K at which ^ G " * " ! ^ ^^ 10* cm'/seo. For this cace,

one gets

r _

f "" i + o-omecH-MJZ (x.6O)
For a given input energy £ m , one can extract the radius R from the

relation,



where L x and *ytm are given by Eqs. ( l . 5 i ) a n d (1.53)- Hence

for ^-Xt\ " ^ ^ *** an* *** o°0>preSBi0|» #*^-/'*lo * 10 » o n e obtain*

R • 2.26 x 10 en and the corresponding fusion output energy

£ p - 1.66 x 10 KJ. It la thus seen th»t, for a large coaprcsaion, one

obtains a substantial energy multiplication even for a low energy input.
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CHAPTER II

LASER PLASMA INTEHACTIOHS

The interaction of intense electromagnetic waves with f u l l y ionized

plasma has received a great deal of at tent ion in recent years . This problem

i s of najor Interest in the laser induced fusion in determining the precise

mode of depositing the incident laser energy into the ET - plasma of the

p e l l e t . I t is relevant t o invest igate the laser-plasma coupling mechanisms

which w i l l e f f i c i e n t l y enhance the absorption and reduce the re f l ec t i on of

the incident laser energy. I t i s known that c l a s s i c a l Inverse brenestrahlung

i s the dominant mode of absorption for laser i n t e n s i t i e s ( *%s 1(r W/em for

Nd-glaB9 laser at 1.06 M* wavelength) which are too low for inducing

fusion in the presently conoreived p e l l e t des igns . At higher i n t e n s i t i e s ,

the c o l l e c t i v e non-linear e f f ec t s In the plasma manifest themselves by

anomalous absorption and scatter ing processes . These non-Unear phenomena

are generally known as parametric i n s t a b i l i t i e s .

I I . 1 PABAF/ETRIC IHTFRACTI0M5

The propagation of large amplitude disturbances in a plasma can give

riBe to several non-linear phenomena. In part icular , such strongly non-

l inear behaviour i s exhibited when a plasma i s irradiated by intense

electromagnetic fields* produced by high power l a ser s . An important clans

of non-linear phenomena Involves coupling between di f ferent modes of

o s c i l l a t i o n resul t ing In a transfer of energy from one mode to another.

Of speci8l in teres t ts the case wherein an external electromagnetic f i e l d ,

referred to as the "pump" f ie?d, givea r i s e t o a parametric exc i tat ion of

two new waves. The coupling between waves i s strongest when the frequencies

are c lose to those of the natural plasma nodes, namely the e lectron plasma



waves and the ion acouBtic waves. It ie clear that basically the incident

photon of enerpy Tx>U}. and wave vector / ^ gives rise to two new

quanta of rnerpies r\. C&. , and 7C AXj_ with wave vectorB ^ and Â

respectively. Conservation of momentum and energy leads to

k0 •= k,
to, ^ to, + u^ (IT>2)

I t must be remarked here that these decay ao<?es with COf t Afj and &&%. t Q%

may not correspond exactly to the nornal modes of the plasma in absence of

the pump field. If both the excibed nodes are purely electrostatic, they

are eventually ate orbed in the plnsma leading to enhanced (anomalous)

absorption cf the incident electromagnetic wave. On the other hand, if one

of the excited modes js electromagnetic, i t can eBcape from the plasma leading

to an enhnnced (stimulated) scattering of the incident electromagnetic

wave. One may characterize the possible cases by writing the following

decay schemes:

( i )

( i i )

(ill) Wo s W

(iv) U)o & Co

where ^*nb^ i fob a n d & denote the plasmon (electron plasma wave),

phonon (ion acoustic mare) and photon(el*otro*agn«tio wave) respectively.

As a result of processes (i) and ( i i ) , known respectively as the parametric

instability and two plasmon decay instability, laser energy may, under

certain conditions, be efficiently converted into electron (Languuir) and

ion waves in the plasma and then into particle kinetic energies. However,
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the processes ( i l l ) and, (iv) known respectively as the stimulated Raman

scattering (SRS) and the stimulated BrJllouin'scattering (SBS), may reemlt

in the enhanced reflection of the laser light. Thus i t is essential to

determine the thresholds and the growth rates for these competing processes

in order to estimate their relative contribution towards the laser plasma

coupling. A lot of theoretical work and a few experiments have been carried

out to study these parametric interactions. Most of the theoretical

investigations are restricted to relatively small amplitude waves. When

large amplitude electron and Ion waves are generated in a plasma, these
i

waves too couple non-linearly producing new waves at other frequencies.

The new waves may again couple to other waves and generate other new wave*

and so on. Such a cascade of non l inear interactions may cause a rapid

redistr ibut ion of energir in the plasma. The large amplitude e l e c t r o s t a t i c

waves may also cause s ign i f i cant changes in the shape of part ic le

distribution function. Thus a precise estimation of absorption of intense

laser energy in the plasma requires a detailed analysis of a l l the

non-linear processes. This i s obviously a prohibit ive ly d i f f i c u l t task.

Computer simulations have, however, given some useful insights in to the

problem, in a l imited sense.

I I . 2 MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF PARAMETRIC EXCITATIONS

A general theory of parametric exci tat ions of coupled waves i s
a)

outlined in this section by closely following Nishikawa's approach '. The

basic phenomenon of parametric excitations can be understood by considering

a pair of normal modes A., and A with frequencies £ 0 . and £*)« assumed

to interact with one another through the action of an external "pu»p" wave

AQ with frequency COQ . The effect of such an Interaction is that



A.j (Aj) is forced to oscillate at thn beat frequency of A (̂A )̂ and Ag if

CO TZlO.i-td-t Oils forced oacill* don resonates with the natural oscillation

leading to a resonant energy conversion between AQ and the pair of A t̂ A_,

Moreover, if the amplitude AQ exceed some threshold value, there may be

an unstable excitation of A, and A.. It la possible to formulate a fairly

general theory of coupled wave equations which enables one to discuss th*

parameters governing the threshold and the growth rate of the instabilities

aa well as the frequencies at which the Instabilities occur.

One considers a homogeneous plasma In which a pump wave of very

long wavelength ( i\a'
s-' 0 ) i s maintained at a large amplitude f\^ p

A
In absence of this pump (A.) and any coupling, the plasma has two normal

modes described' by the equations,

where, I . and 'j_ ore the daaping constants. Without losing generality,

one can assume that \CO^ I ̂ \^%. \ • In the presence of A., m coupling

is induced between A. and A. which is assumed to be of the form

f\,Ct)
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where ^ and /*- are coupling conatants, which, for normal parametric

excitations, can be aasuned to be real and posit I've. By taking the Fourier

transform of Eqs. (TI.6, 7) with

1
one obtains

The equation (lT.8) implies that A. at frequency M) couples with A.

at frequencies CO ̂ L ^ 0 I on the other hand, by Eq. (II. 9) , A

at frequencies CO i ^ 0 coufles with Aj at A) and alao with A' at

60 £ . 2 . ( O Q . Thui.a hierarchy of coupling equations appears. Since,

one is interrsted in resonance effrets, one can neglect the terms involving

the far-off resonance terms like A. ( CO i *• ^ o )• It may be mentioned

here that, in generalP | ^ and " may depend on frequency. Howaver,

very near resonances, they may be approximated as constants. This lead! to

a set of ttiree homogeneous equations in A • £ W ^ , f\q_ (_&}-' &O0 )

and A~«. (CO + b ) 0 ^ which may be expressed in the following matrix

forms



(n.10)

where,

(II.10a)

By setting the determinant of the coefficient matrix in Kq. (jl .10) equal

to zero, an expression for the unknown frequency CO 1° obtained in the

general form

CO =
(11.11)

Thus the coupled system of Hqs. (IT.B, <?) represent a wave of amplitude f\ .

at frequency ^ « C ^ " ^ l J a n ( ' t w o o t ; h e r *aves of amplitude A ^ at

frequencies (A) i . CO , all of which grow at the expense of pump wave
IN 0

rnerpy at the same rate "j , A further simplification is obtained when

by assuming that the ware at

) Is off-reaonance and may be neglected. In effect, thlB

amounts to neglecting terms in matrix equation ( l l . i o ) .

One thereby obtains the determinantal equation,
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It is convenient to define two new parameters

A •=• co0 - cot - co% (11.13)

Here, 21 is a measure of the deviation from the perfeot frequency matching

condition (TT.2), while P is the measure of the intensity of the pump wave.

The real and imaginary parts of Eq. (11.12) yield, with the help of

Eqs. ( l l .11 , 13, 14), the following two equations\

Substituting Eq. (II. 16) in (11.15). one obtains

< n . n )

In order th»* tb« instability grows, "/ / O . At the threshold, "f~

so that the value l\. of P at threshold is

• I (n.ie)

with

' ~ ~~ (11.19)



1B the Binimurt value of the threshold pump intensity obtained with a

perfect frequency match ( & « 0). Thus if either \ A or \n ifl

close to zero, the Instability is excited at very low pump intensity. At

the threshold, the frequencies of At and A* are &),.= &3«+/LL_1 * w
~ °^o ~~ " ^2. " [frtp )and W

R ~ °^o ~~ " ^2. " [frtp ) ^ respectively. It is

clear that for a perfect frequency match ( A - 0), these reduce to Mj •

and ~ U)m rnspectively.

For given 6>| and CO. , the condition P^P. ( A / cleterminea

the range of frequencies over which the instability will grow as a function

of the pump intensity Y • From Eq. (JJ.18) one then obtains,

For a given pump intensity i ., the growth rate J can be found

from Eq. (II.17). The maximum prowth rnte J. , in fact, corresponds

to £ S= 0 t ond is given by

p ^ ^ /Tt / • » *^e rosociraam growth rate 7 - is simply

» 1 ^ ^ x = -J; >) P (n.22)
The above analysis based on Eq. (II.1O) fails when one cannot neglect

BS a n °'"*"1'eBOnanee term. This is indeed the case when

W^ \ . In this case, CO& OC &*%. and one has to

solve the full dcternlnantal equation (II.10). With the approximation,



where

the determinantal equation (iJ.io) gives

I t can be shown that the Eq. (3T.25) has two typeB of solutionsi

CO" r=. - t V di.26)

£ j — CO^ + -t / (11.27)

The solution A ) — -iY- indicates that A ( grows at zero frequency

while A, grows at the frequency of the pump wave. This purely growing

instability occur* only nhen O ^ O i.e., when the pump frequency Cd-

is smaller than IO« . The threshold is determined by the parameter £*

and is given by

t of ' • . Thand is independent of ' • . The minimum value of the threshold occurs

when O — — fZ and is seen to be

i v t ~ n = 2- ^ 1 ' Z (11.29)



The maximum growth rate well above threshold is

- y (11.30)

For the other solution of the form CO ~ ^o + -t "i » tt*e minimum

threshold for small damping ( CO. > > /T » /Z ) ^s R i ven ty

and is thus lower than that for the purely growing instabil i ty. The

maximum growth ratp is now

These very general considerations are apDlicable to different sets

of oscillations provided that the appropriate coupling coefficients

a r G known.

II .3 PARAtffiTBIC IKJTABIirriEa IN LASER FIASIriASt

A unified treatnpnt of the interaction of intense electromagnetic

waves with fully ionized honoprneous plasmas is presented in this section.
a)

There have been many publications7 in l i terature dealing with individual

parametric processes such as the oocillatinp two-stream and ion-acouctic

decay inatabil i t iee, stimulated Raman and Brillouin scattering, stimulated

Compton scatterinp and modulational and filampntation ins tabi l i t ies ,

However, these specialized approaches fai l to bring out clearly the under-

lying basic physics common to such apparently diverse phenomena. A

comprehensive discussion on this topic i s , in fact possible with the help



of •-> single dispersion relation ' front which all the diverse parametric

follow as special cases.

a. Basic dispersion Helation;

The behaviour of the plasma can be described with the h«lp of

Viasov equation,

whPre T(^V* \f\ fc ) i a t n e singln-partlcle dlBtribution function,

in the partfc7<? vrlocity and

Her? q find m refrr to the charge and mass of the particle, £ © K^V

M̂ 1? t h e externally applied electric and magnetic fields;

and 8 C^f "£) a r e t h e iiternal fields produced by the

particles in the plasma ar.d are determined by the Maxwell's equations!

f (11.37)

,„.„,
where fi and J" are the charge and current densities of the plasma,

which are in turn determined by



It Is thus seen that E "id B are to be determined oelf-eons latently

since they are used to obtain the distribution iunetion which in turp

determines them via equations (IT.35 - TT.40).

In the subsequent discussion, a large amplitude plane polarized

electromagnetic pump wave

is assumed to propagate in a homogeneous plasma. In the non-relativistic

limit

satiBfy the usual linear dispersion relation,

*£ = °\ + Cc~ (n.42)
where the plasma frequency is given by

cx^ = A n -vv9 eV^v (11.43)

Here "H is the unperturbed plasma density and £, and -j>v are the

charge and mass of the electron.

In -the quasi-s-;eady state, the electrons oscillate with high

velocity in the incident field E with the ions forming a stationary

neutralising background. It i s desirable to study the time development of

the perturbations from this quasj-steafly state. One considers a propagating

electron density fluctuation o *V\ £ J P l w ) associated with an
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electrostatic wave. This fluctuation couples with the pump field to produce

nonlinear «"rrfnt in the tOnnrvi at CO + •*• *Oc » ' ? + • * • ' ? where 1 1B

an inte,"<"r. TV ne currontn produce "isjrtR-bnnfl" wavos at the frequencies

Cf) £. ^ ^*^# a n ( ' wave-numbfirs li. "t~ ̂ . RQ' These new waves, in turn,

couple with the pump wave to proctuce a "pom'ermotive force" given ' by

(4)" v<rr-rr>
where, £ is the total electric field and ^ - • ^ denotes an

average over t*ie fast (hiph frequency) time scale. The effect of the force

is to amplify the in i t ia l density fluctuation which, in turn, enhances the

side-band modes. AP a consequence, an instabili ty may resul t , provided

the rate of transfer of energy from the pump to the side-bande exceeds

their natural damping ra tes .

Most of the parametric processes in the non-relativistic limit

( ° « , 1 ) can be described \.y considering only the lowest order

coupling ( *t m 1) to the side-band modes. One may denote these modes by

They satisfy the us^al wave--equation

which follows from Eqs. (11.35, 36).Defininp the Courier transform
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fc«r £ and similarly for J , one obtains from Eq. (II .46) ,

where I denotes the unit dyadic and

(n<49)

The contribution to J% com.B from two effects namely, the linear response

of electrons to the field £ * and the couplinp between the oscillation

velocity ( 1 ^ ) produeeO. by the pump and Hie electron density fluctuation

)• T h e f i r s t effect eives the usual contribution tf\ £ . where

"*0 is the linear plaama conductivity while £ . . is ttit

linear dl«lectrie oonstunt at frequencies ^ O A . The second effect gives

the contribution — 6 1 ^ S*Me "here ff m - ^ €./'»V\k)o \ *E^±

obtained from equation of motion. Thus

where, C - ^ te C f l \ , * * » ' * ^ | / ' T t c a n ** shown by riporous theory

that the second term in Eq. (TT.50) is valid only under the conditions

U ) ^ ^ £ 0 ^ and ^ 0 ^ ^ 4 3 . Combining Eqs. (11.^8) and

(IT.SO) one obtains



- E a. (11*50

where,

One can alternatively express

(11.53)
where,

_ K; **
It ill desirable to express the electron density fluctuation t.

in t<=rmg of the fields. Tt is clear that this density fluctuation Is

produced by the couplinr of side-band waves with the pump wave. This

coupling results in the pondernwtive force which has to be included in the

Tlasov equation to extract the distribution function T v ^ > V f ' t ) an^

hence OW. . The pondcrmotive force can be obtained from Eq. (TI.44)

by noting that,

Thus one f-ets

P = - ^ i)j (TI.55*)
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wh«>re the nondernot'vp notential is piven by

With the inclusion of this n-ni'ermotive force, "Hasov equation (II.53)

electrons ef>n bo written OB

I t must be mentioned here that, frr aoraplicity, one in restricting to the !

low-frequency electrostatic plasma moeVs and hence no magnetic fields are

explicitly considered. By takinf the. Fourier transform cf Fq. (TI.5^) with

one obtains,

^ 1s a perturbation paraneterf in ^q, (ll. ri7) and equatinp the

coefficients of the termn with same po»r of "\ on6' petnt



The density fluctuation is plven by

(n.6o)

Defining the susceptibility by thp usual linear formula

and notinp the relation

for the longitudinal mo<?es ( f

in the form

(11.62)

~ O ) , one can rewrite Kq. (II.60)

In the cnge of ions, the condermotive force (fan be neglected since i t is

sseiler by a factor **"'*/(*/ ('vI bcinr the rass of the ion) than in the case

of electrons. Henen in analcT with Eq. (IT.63), the ion density fluctuation

is given by

wl.ere y|f. drnotco the ionic susceptibility. The Poieson equation for

the aelf-eonsistent electric fielc? p is



The Fourier transform of thir: equation

Subetitutinr Of\ • fron J>4. (Ti.fwi), onr

Ellminotla" fe»£ from Kqs. (D.65) a-d (^l.^l) and eubotitutlnf; thf

pondcrmotiv- potential lit t fr f£% fron Eq. (lI.55V), one finally obtains

the linear dielectric constant

Substituting the expression for B£ in Rq. (11.55), *t. (11.68) «<

bn oast in the following formi
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The terms on the r ifht hand side of Eq. (II.70) can be simplified by

ueinp tbe foliowinp Identit ies:

•here the facts that fej. is real, E o —
 = t o + and 1 0 + ~ fc0

are used in these simplifications. Thus the final dispersion relation •

can be expressed as

where, 1 / * — ^^''O, . TOiis generalized dispersion relation describes

a parametric interaction between a low-frequency electrostatic node

( H. t CO ) and t w o h i P h frequency side-band modes ( # g ^ , 6 0 ^ )•

These nodes are, in general, nixed electromagnetic-electrostatic modes.

The terms of the type I? + X 1 A are indicative of the electro-

magnetic component while those of the type K J . * 1^, represent the

electrostatic component.
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II.4 LIffliiffl DISPEBSIOH HLUTIOH

In order to extract any information from the dispersion relation

(II.71) one needs the appropriate expressions for the susceptibilities TCt.

and /C' . This involves the linear plasma dispersion theory which will
At

be outlined below for the sake of completeness.

All the information about the electromagnetic properties of the

plasma is essentially contained in the dielectric tensor which is determined

from the plasma response to an electromagnetic field. The subsequent

discussion is restricted to the response due to the electric field alone.

In the linenr repin* of weak fields, one has the usual expression relating

the electric field £ (/C,-t) to- the current J" (£*t fc ) «lven *

t

where the conductivity tenoor £) describes the propagation characteristics

of an electric field disturbance applied at I S^ i t s and observed at

(j%, tfc) as an induced current. The specific dependence of ' fi~ on space-

tine variables comes from the assumption that the unperturbed plasma is

homogeneous in space and stationary in time.

It is convenient to express the physical quantities v * t

and 0" in terms of the plane wave components through a Fourier

transformation in space and time. This yields

where
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5«) = jd?

Since nil the variables are real,

E'

/
This property holds for real values of £0 • Thf» inverse tranc format I ona

are given hy

where C is a contour extendinp from —00 to OO along a path in the

upper half of £0 plane above the sinpularitieB of CJ^ ^i^» **^^ •

Defining the total current J" — J"- +" «T\ and the total charge density

e ~ . p . -f- P (the subscriptn i and e refer to induced and external

quantities respectively), t^e Maxwell equation for total fields £ j fl

and the continuity equation are given by



=. o

The correspondinp Four ifr- trans for mcri equation are given by

=• - 4^1- fe
T5*» B^ — o

where the relation

f. (JT,«) s= F- Jj

has been used in order to define the dielectric tennor

T( ?,«) = r - 4

(JT.73a)

(n.73b)

(I1-73o)

where, X is tte usual unit tennor. Solving the set of equations

(IT.73c) onp obtains
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or pqnivalcntly

4~ ^ (I1.74b)

where the dispersion tensor is given by

In the absence of external disturbance ** s 0 and one obtains

requiring the solvability condition,

This equation determining the frequeney-waveTveetor relationship is known

as the dispersion relat ion.

For an isotropic plasma, -the dielection tensor can be decomposed

as

where, JL^ =1 fc. k / R. 9 -1- y — J- — X|_ >

are respectively the longitudinal and transverse projection tensors with

respect to the direction of wave-vector fj, . It ia straightforward to

see that
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(n.75t)

(11.75c)

one then seels, from Eqs. (TI. 74c) and (IT.75a) that the dispersion tensor

J) is naturally diagonalized into purely longitudinal and transverse

parts I

Hence the dlBpersion relation (lT.7^e) breads up into two equ«tion»

(ir.T5f)

It is now easy to see that when fiq. (TI.75e) holds, one has only lonfitudlnal

modes \ ^ • £ .52. O ^ and when Kq. (TI.75f) holrte, 6ne has only transrerse

nodes ( jEZ. • £ stOy*

In order to obtain the dielectric tensor £ explicitly, one

has to use the kinetic description of plasraa which is povftrned by the Vlasov

equation coupled to Maxwell equation. These equations aret

where,

" " € • % : •/ ^ "" e i (I1.77a)



The prtfrnal and internal fields, subscripted by e and i respectively,

air> to \e dnlrrwinfid from-Maxwell equations.

i5
V' §1,1 = o ^,

where Hir internal plasinn charge P •• and current v*. are given by

ft = | - l ^ K < ^

(11.77,1)

g average number density of the particles of the type

Tli«! 71aoov equation (IT.76) can be Fourier-trans formed as

^̂

= o
Employing the relation,

one een write

n fi*,w)+^-
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•«vxr re ,

-.a in the Fourier-tranr foriw.'d equation,

J ^ (n.78a)

To a fir«t or(?or approximation,

where ^ is a perturbation parameter. Substitutin,; (I!,78b) in (II.76a)

and (ll,77fl)» one obtains

Comparing (JI.78e) with (TI.72b), one gets:

and hence the dielectric tensor ^ is given by cfl;( 11.74a)



r.76e)

where, ^*^l>^ ^ - (^\ Tf~ "^\j yj f'^JLj'*' *s ^ e P^asw3- frequency.

'•This con also be rewritten as

I t is useful to extract certain elemRnts of the dielectric tensor

in order to define the so-called dielectrio response function. This function

descrites the longitudinal properties of the plasma. Prom the Fourier

transform of the Poisson equation (ll.73a)i o n e obtain*

Praf longitudinal fields

Substituting (ll.79a). in (TI.72b), one obtains:

?(Z to) = A ir< f V- £/it (n ,,b)

and hence from (IT.73d) one gets:

p.



and consequently

= f- px = [i-

where,

The function C. (.H-J ^ / -̂8 called the dielectric response function

of the plasma. CoinparinR Eqs. (7T.79e) sind (31.74a) i t is clear that

t(k,u,) =
(n.79f)

Hence the knowledge of dielectric tensor is sufficient to obtain this

dielectric response function of the plasma. From Fqs. (ll.79f) and

(ll.78e) one gets:

Introducinp the linear susceptibility by the usual relation

( J , e o b )

One has



a,«; = - f««?
The subsequent discussion is restricted to the longitudinal

properties of a plasma in therraodynamic equilibrium. In this case the

distribution function • L o f i > 3" iB Maxwellian. For an isotropic

plasma, the wave-vector Jj, can be taken as the z-direetlon and hence

For a Vaxwellian distribution

)

From Eqs. (TI.BOd) and (lI.80e) one obtains

(n.sod)

(il.OOe)

( I I - 8 l a )
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the integration contour C 1B given in Fig.II.1.

U

/Zt U.

Pig.11.1.

It is to be noted here that l V l V ) i s a well-defined analytic

function in the upper half of the complex plane* It can te continued

analytically in the loner half plane by deforminp the contour of

y^ -integration so that the point 2L stays above i t . For evaluation of

* 1* *8 convenient to assume J.4V1 i , s~O an^ subsequently

the Plemelj formula:

Hence in Eq. (ll.81b)
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where,

In orrter to eevaluate ^ « ^ V ) » o n e c a n < J « f l n e

Note that A ( 0 } = 0

Hence one can rewrite

0
where the prime on A denotes differentiation with re«p«ot t t its argument.

I t is clear that

Thus finally oae obtains,

(ii.eie)
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Combining Eqs. (ll.81o, d, e) one has,

o _ . ~ . (Il.81f)

This formula, is valid for al3 complex values of 5L- by analytic

continuation of W / O • I* 1* clear that

Pried and Conte ' have defined a function

aid have tabulated the values of >C and its derivative Xt far complex

values of 5L . It is straightforward to obtain the relation

v ) = < +
For the purpose of practical analysis, i t is useful to know the Uniting

expressions for lvCV)* Prom E!q. (II . 81f),

f - » %

«• t (n-82*)

^ (I1.82b)

» ^



Thus A~tf in E<1» (ll.81a) can be obtained from Eqs. (ll.82a, b) in the

limitinr case CO ̂ < fe. C« a™* *> ,<

IT. 5 FITCTROSTATIC INSTABILITIES

These instabil i t ies arise when the terns of the type ( fa * XJi

in dispersion relation (II.71) dominate. Such Is the case when the pump

frequency CO 2Z. W. fc so that £± 3 t O . Thus, these instabilitiea

are excited near the cr i t ica l fleneity surface ( ( J i . « U)^ ) . In this

cahe, the dispersion relation reAiees to

Maklnf the usual dipole approximation ( H, '<v»/ 0 ) which essentially
9

neglects the spatial inhomogeneity of the pump field, one further arrives

at the dispersion relation,

1 }
&?£. / (11.1o+£+ 6C£_ / (ii.84)

This dispersion relation is the starting point for the discussion of the

parametric excitation of two electrostatic waves by an incident electro-

magnetic pump wave. These electrostatic waves have frequencies which are

very close to the normal modes of the plasma. In simplifying the dispersion

relation (II.R4), appropriate expressions for L •

a"13 £ - J . (K±»(Oj. ) mst te UBed« S i n c e ( k. » &O ) i s close to the

low frequency mode Of the plasma, one may assume that

<< tO « k C^ (n.85)
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B O that, from Eqa. (II.82a, b),

A~ * — ""

Hence,

r.eO

where the modified sound speed C-n_ t the electron Debye length

and the damning eonftant P. are given by

On the other hand, £ . ( l( . < 6? J on the right hand side of
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Eq. (TI.R/l) would Involve mainly electronic susceptibility in the hiph

frequency approximation r.lnce CU+ "̂— ̂ 0 Jt ^ « an ( ' ^^ '

RrnnP, ("rom Eq. (TT.C2b)

can bo rewritten in tfrp form

where,

r *
SuTjgtituting Rqs. (11.66) and (TI.O1) in Eq. (IT.84) and making, the lone

iravplength approjiimation f^.A ^ ^ f « which iraplirn that CO can be

neglected in comparison with £4). • » °ne obtains

Since OJ^ — dO i £ O p ^ ^ R » one h a s
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where the frequency mismatch

Further, defining

one can cast the Eq. (11.94) in the form

5
t

K 5 f 1 7 (n.97)
t 1 6J-5 •*•££/

This dispersion relation can now be employed to analyse the two important

cases ' , namely ( i ) the modified oscillating two-stream instability and

( l i ) the ion-acoustic or the parametric decay instability,

( i ) Modified ftmiilating Two-Stream Instability

This is the so-called purely growing instability for which Rft

and only Xfet tO is non-zero. In this ease, the other electrostatic

mode is driven at the pump frequency &OO . It is clear that in the

dispersion relation (II.97), both the denominators are at resonance and

hence a full four wave coupling is involved. Thus letting, CO fe <,

one, can write Eq. (II.97) in the form

[5% V+z T]
Clearly, «nis equation has' a growing solution only wnen

i.e, when the pump frequency *̂'/> is (e lightly) below the normal mode
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frequ'ney ^Oa • The threshold power for excitation of this instabi l i ty

ip obtained by putting " f e 0 in Eq. ( lT.98) . This gives

O
I t should be noted that thi3 threshold is independent of the damping constant

I - . The minimum threshold is obtained for <5"=r — f"̂  and is given by

at the pump frequency CO s s & L — fj . THoit since V is small (near the

threshold), one can l inearise Eq. ( II .98) ana obtain the growth rate as

The ffiaxlmumgrowth rate occurs when Jf — — H an<3 i"' g i ^ n by

y K t o K^wt^t. (11.101)

Par above threshold, the damping constants fl f P. an<3 ^ l ^ may be

Ignored in comparison tf> f . One thus obtains, from Eq. (II .98)

•ss. 0

which yields,
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The maximum value of this # is obtained when 0 Z2 — C H. /%.CJOB J

and ie given by

The above threshold and the growth rates can be expressed in

terra of the incident power density I • According to Eq. (II.41),

Thus from Kq. (II.96), one obtains

(II.105b)

Finally, Eqs . (11.99), (II.101) and (11.10?) give

_ .Ti \
(11 104)

t"'-•' — - • ' — - •*• 1 (11.105)

&3
(11.105)



It 1B interesting to note that the maximum growth rate far above the threshold

varies as the cube root of the incident power density of the pump,

( i i ) Ion-Acoustic Instability

In this case, K.C- tO jp 0 and approximately corresponds to

ion-acoustic mode frequency &A. . Writing,

co =. co. + x V .
-*- (11.107)

in the dispersion relation (11.77) and separating the real and imaginary

parts, one obtains

rr) =
where,

t.11O)

It is clear from Eq. (n.109) that for CO/> T ^ 0 , a proninf mode

( "V ̂  ° ) exiatu only If F C^-t. * "O ^ ° or equi^lently, if
f S j > . Now, eliminating F between Eqs. (11.106, 109), one gets

Also from Eqs. (TT.109, 110) one haa
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[£!
The threshold power for excitation of this instability is obtained

putting V - 0 in Eqs. (II. 111, 112). Thus

.113)

In contrast to the earlier case of a purely growing node Instability, the

threshold power for this case vanishes if one of the dancing constants

IJ» n is zero. By substituting Kq. (11.11}) in Eq. (n.112) one

obtains the frequency at the threshold as

(11.114)

The aininin value of the threshold power corresponds to

which yields

If CO^ » J £ , f? «ne obtains

Since o is real, the only admissible solution corresponds to perfect

frequency matching ( 6 ) _ s s ^ 0 o + ^ i ) with ^ s £ J . . Thut,

the mininum value of the threshold is given by
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which differ* fro* the corresponding value of the earlier oaae by a

factor ( % f̂ . / CO^ ).

One can alao oaloulate the growth rate near the threshold.

Noting that CO ^C § — ^ i n**r t h* threshold, one obtain*,

fronEq. (11.112),

Pe f -

Voting that C> ^ ^ * f j y /T • Y one oan linearise

Eq. (II.117a) to obtain

Y = JL7-£- - i

One can see from Eq. (II.117a) that the growth rate 7 for negligible

danplng ( f^ f f7. - > O ) Is giren by

I (11.1170)
• •» - r

In order to calculate the growth rate far above the threshold, one can
rr rt ,•> I

neglect I g_ , I ̂  and £t/- as compared to "f . Hence froii
Eqs. (11.111, 112) one obtains

(IX.118)
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yy 7
assumes the maximum valu* T r for

« 6£>R )
Thus

R (n .H9b)

As In the earlier case, one obserres that the maximum growth rate fax

above the threshold varies as the cube root of the incident power density,

( i l l ) Two Plaampn decay Instability

The basic dispersion relation (TT.71) was obtained under the

condition ( W / ^"C, ^**o an<' h«nce It can not be applied to

investigate the excitation of two plasma waves by a pump field at

CO £Z. 2- ^bt * ^ ^ two-plasmon instability involves the decay of

the incident photon into a pair of plasmons and has been discussed by
q)

Goldman, Jackson, Galeev et al and others . It Is important to note that

sinoe only the electrons are Involved, this instability cannot aria* in

the long wavelength (dipole) approxination ( Kh'^-' O ) in a homogeneous
a)

plasma. The basic dispersion relation derived by Jackson ' Is,

wheree
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Sinea

Eq. ( l

CZ **^ and one obtaina, froa

the solution of which is given by

~ **- lC (II. 118b)

where the colliaional damping rate T. haa bean introduced. It ia

dear from (ll.118b) that Hi* instability ariaea only whan

> A
(11.1180)

fee fhich the grpwth rate is given by

The mazioum growtii rate ia obtained when the Mismatch ^ s= O and

ia glren by

The threshold ia obtained when

condition ^ ^ - 0 . Henca

- *-1

Ondar tha parfaot Batching

, »,
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Note that th» strongest Instability is obtained when the wave-vector

makes an angle of 45* with both #^c and kp . In this case.

Combining (IT.119a, b) one obtains the threshold

IT.6 EIECTROMACNETIC IHSTABIlITire

These instabil it ies oripinate from the terms of the t y p e ^ / ^ * t £ J

in the dispersion relation (TI.71). ffhen !>+ C i - 0 , i t i s clear

from (11.52) that £ - £ "̂ fc O , indicating that the electrostatic

tern* ( K. j - * l^, ) in Eq. (IT.71) are non-resonant and the electro-

magnetic terniB ( fe. J. X "\90 ) dominate. Under these conditions, the

high-frequency side bands are predominantly electromagnetic in nature.

Thus, the pump nave excites an electrostatic wave ( f{_f CO ) and new

eleotrcDiagnetic waves at shifted frequencies ^^fc giving rise to

stimulated scattering. The dispersion relation (II.71) now reduces to

One may first consider the case wherein the stimulated scattering

process involves only one high-frequency side-band ( #?__ j ^d— ) or

( R..J. ) ^-f- )• T h e essential phenomena oould be discussed by considering,

the Stokes component ( Jj_ 9 W__ ) for which J) O£ 0 and J> ^ t 0
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indicating that the anti-Stokes component ia non-reaonant. Sj-,oe

$+ = J>_ + 4 ^ o ( P kl <?~/M9 —<*>) " i« eleax that thi.
approximation ia valid as long aa 'dO « . #V* f( ^~/£^m ' ** i -

obvloua that ttils condition Is not satisfied for J^—^ o ( i . e . the

long-wavelength electrostatic perturbations) and for fa nearly

perpendicular to Kb •

The expression for XL can be written as

since W ^ s Wp'2-- <P~k^ • Ftf CO

It is tiius clear that J ) _ ^£0 , provided R. £Z

where &~ is the angle between Hy and f^c . It should be noted

that

Ko K- — ^-0 V ^ J - X

and hence *?.p» K— - " i " o w l t n *he WPP6* a n d lower signs

corresponding to £ - 2 - 0 and 9 - ~ 77 /2- respectively. Since

A^o^ M — ~ n - represents the propagation vector of the scattered

radiation, &- =- O and 8~ ^ 77/2— correspond to almost

back-scattering and forward scattering respectively.

Neglecting the non-resonant J/^. term in Eo.. (11.120)

and replacing j ^ by 2~ R0 CcS 9- in all terra except in J>—



one obtains the dispersion relation

^i f Co0(co-4<o) T

where,

The dispersion relation (IT. 122) ia the starting point for analysing the

scattering by the excited electrostatic modes in the plasma.

a) Scatfo:Hnq off Electron Modest

For electrostatic wave frequencies CO /^j f̂ . C~c t the

ion response can be neglected* This amounts to putting ^£ . — Q

in Eq. (11.122) so that

= 2- k
to.

Electron modes with

For this case, the electron susceptibility may be obtained from

Eq. (11.62b)

X C± —
e
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where,

Substituting (II. 125a) in (11.124) one obtaint

Writing AJU i5s'^i)^e and Aj 2B1 fe C. and noting that

Since ^ 0 ,2^

Further, introducing the collisional damping rate If for the free

electromagnetic wave, one oan write (11.126) in the form

It i s now straightforward to find the growth rate § near the

resonance by setting CO T» ^ « 4 " i " ^ and ^ tO ^ ^^/e • One

then obtains from the Eq. (II. 127),

which gires
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It is clear that *f represents the prowth rate for the stimulated Raman

scattering resulting from a natural electron plasma mode. The threshold

power can be obtained by putting *Y ̂ - €>

The growth rate just above the threshold can be obtained by linearizing

Eq. (IT.128a). The linearization Is valid for \L ^£* # . Assuming

The maxiium growth rate far abow ttie threshold is obtained for CO, ̂ "^' ^rv*'e

frca Eq, (IT. 128a) and is given by

f C «>
rt should be noted that the stimulated Hainan scattering Is possible only

i f the electron plasma wave Is not heavily Landau-danped. In other words,

the stimulated Raman scattering occurs only If ^ ^ J t ' ^ ^ J f e "

For sufficiently large pump fields, the frequency shift of the

electrostatic wave ( £\)—Odf» ) is much larger than W'fct i t*ie approxi-

mation employed In obtaining Kq. (IT.127) from Eq. ( I I . 126) 1> no more val id .

T h i s w i l l b e tii. c a s e w h e n t £ / c ^ > C ° ^ / ^ ) ^ P ~
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In this oase, letting CO

one obtains

This yields the three roots

? 4/«) and J !»*» X^ f <*C if

(n<130)

The condition CO ^%^ K. Cg_ used in the above derivations

determines the range of validity of Eq. (IT.131). This gives

( n - 1 J 2 >

Eleetrm modea with 60*^-*

In this ease, the large argument expansion (Eq. II 82b) is not

valid. The electron modes under these conditions, are heavily Landau damped.

The natural electron-plasma nodea are therefore substantially modified and

the resonance effect arises only due to the electromagnetic term / 0}—

In Eq. (11.124). Thus

n
where we have introduced the collisional damping rate »* of the free

ts-Cd.-t < Y t one obtains the growthelectromagnetic wave. Writing

rate
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For k \ » 1 , X « 1

Thus the grtwth rate is given by

Bince iA(0 Js a free parameter, "j can be maximized with respect to

i t , thereby obtaining

For ] < A ' " p - ! C < £ , i t i s convenient to use

where %. is the plasma dispersion function of Pried and Conte .

g (11.137b)

Note that ^ in Eq.(II.1376) is eomolex and prime in Eq. (ll.137a)

denotes the derivative with respect to
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one can then obtain the growth rate from Eq. (IT.134).

•*• (11.13a)

The maximum growth rate, obtained when £>»* 2 — X , ie given

(II.1J9)

It should be noted that the growth rates for R. ^ 1 > C ^ ^ ^ o r ^

are maximum when A CO/f^Cp *v«' %. I . e . , when the phase velocity

— Aoi/h, of, the beat mode is close to the electron thermal

velocity C-£. It is thus possible to interpret this instability either

as a nonlinear landau growth of the scattered electromagnetic wave on

electrons or as stimulated Compton scattering by the electrons. The

minimum thresholds for these instabilities are given by

It may also be added that for M. ^Dfc_ ^ ' 1 L < y i e independent

of t whereas for fc ) S^ A V drops rapidly with

increase In p" because of dri 0- dependence. This can be interpreted
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stating that the prowth rate is roughly cone tat; t from • C7" ~ O to

(*/k\^)A fallB off «Pidly for

It should also be noted that for l\ "j)o < ^ f *ne g*0"* rate

for the stimulated Compton scattering given by Eq. (II. 139) i s much smaller

than the growth rate for the stimulated Raman scattering. Hence the

instability discussed here CO ' V R. £-£ becomes important only for

k ^ D £ ^ ^ A w h e r e t*ie stimulated Raman scattering does not occur normally,

b) Scattering off Ton Modes

the frequency of the excited electrostatic mode is small

(-£ ) the ion-response should also be taken into account.

Ion Modes with CO *>>>• fe C«* 8

In this case, the appropriate expressions for the susceptibilities

A.£ and /C » in the dispersion relation (11.122) are obtained from

(Eqs. II. 82a, b):

one can then write

JL 4 ' . «- =

where,

'A = K{^s ^' ' ^ "J>e / (n.141)
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(11.142)

Thus Eq. (IT.122) can be written c&

where the colllslonal damping rate for the free electromagnetic wave has

been introduced as before. Just as In the case of scattering off electron

modes, /^ is to be replaced by 2-*?0 C-Cri Q- everywhere except in

For Tp *^> ^ = > T~« t the lon-aooustic node is weakly Landau-damped.

B r̂ther, when k A j f c « j [ , one gets <O ~ : fe.^s " ^ ^ - t and

for resonance near the plaaraa mode 4 ^ 0 2^-A) £2^ ̂ 4 * One ttien

from (TI.143).

(to-AtO++[£)(&- kCs

Substituting ^ 0 rr £ i ) + - t T , one deduces the growth rate

This scattering off the ion-acoustic plasma node i s called the stimulated

Brillouln scattering and has a threshold (obtained by sett ing 7 - 0

in Eq. ( n . 1 4 5 ) ) ,
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The growth rate for pump power Just a^ove threshold ( f\ ^ ' (f

Is given by

The naxlmuiB growth i s obtained by setting CO. > ^ "A

In Eq. (IT.145). Thus

For very 3ar#e pump .fields given by

rt-

the resonance condition i s not satisfied and Fq. ( I I . 145) becomes a cubic

equation

whose roots are

'. ^IT.'t49)

I t is clear that this quasi-mode can be excited even when 7 g OZ. 7 3 •

Ion Modes with

Here, one Is looking for modes with A CO CZ. LQ C i ^ C < *

corresponding to the stimulated Compton scattering by the iona or to non-

-11 near Landau growth as in the case of electron modes. The dispersion
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relation ( II . 122) gives

This gives

The growth rate oa'n be obtained by putting CO = tt^» + -£ ~{

is gives

7 - ^

where the explicit value ^ ^ 5=- ^ ^ A j ) g T corresponding to

the case fe.C« "^-^ CO has been used in the simplification. It

should be noted that ' "Ko and Xl «rG Ajnstions of (%fc Ctftfh

For ^

and hence

Thus

cs

•f (H.152)
• <v

Noting that JC. *• "noh less tiian 1 and hence
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The maximum growth rate is obtained irtien Z\ CO —

1B given by

•Par

1 + Z. + X,
ITence from Kq. (II.151I,

/(n.156)

The approximate maxlirrim growth rate 1B given by

As seen from Eq. (11.155), the growth rate 'n

K. Aj>g_ ^ ^ ^ is minimum for the back-scattering Q- ~for j>g_

and Increases with the angle upto & = ^ ^ ' < : ^ S

For & / • C ^ , ^ ^ ^ ! but not equal to 7 7 / 2 - , the growth rate

Is nearly independent of ts~ . The growth rate for -fa. ^ j ) ^ ^ l * * 7

in Eq. (IT.156) le comparable to that of the stimulated Brillouin scattering

in Eq. (IT.147).

e ) todtilation Tti3tabnitte3

The electromni»tietle instabJlitiea so far studied involve only

one of the two terms in dispersion relation (IT.120), specifically the
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D-tera which was resonant. This was rslid as long as Jj, 2£. 2- k>o

One may now consider tfte situation when bott D; and D+ terra contribute

to the dispersion relation. Noting that

(11.156)

where IJj, — C k0/^°o f 5" =-

One can see that when CO / >- ' R' % * -*^f '^K- Bad both

the term in (11.120) should be treated on the same footing. This situation

will now be Investigated under long wavelength approximation ^ < s 2 - n

The resulting instabilities involve modulation of plasma densities on a

spatial scale-length much larger than / ( . and hence they are termed as

Modulation instabilities. These are basically related to ion motion and

hence CO /^& ^ t ^ * * special case CO ^^^. C f { ie considered

below, further, assuming that the pump field vector E (and hence

*U~ ) is perpendicular to both Ĵ  and JJ__ , one obtains from

where terms lnvolTing OD /%. O)Q hare been ugleoted and Hie damping

factor associated with the free electromagnetic wave has been introduced.

Inntahiiittea with lO ^^±R\-j t

In this case, one has from Eq. (II. 62a) Jfc. ^" ( ^ Ji. s
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and ^ ( K. ^nc ) * Ifeno" ft?om El** ( I I # 1 59) one obtains,

sinee fc is small f k. %p e. "^*^ ^ • Substituting

one arrlTes at the growth rate

The solution is unstable if I/O ; hence

The threshold is. obtained nhen Y — J , which gi

JJ ct 2- O tr C ^The minimum threshold Is obtained when , , .__ *-w •— w- tv. /•«-*/

and is given by

(11.162)

For lP, TJ&zb i « * ha* purely growing mode, known as -the filamentation

instability which represents standing density filaments across the incident

electromagnetic wave. From (II.I60), it is clear that these filaments nay

propagate with a phase velocity Co/k "S -̂'M* On&~ • Since £0
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It follow) that Co.5 B~ <C<N ^Z /1% implying thereby that the

fllaments propagate in a direction nearly perpendicular to

Instabilities for

In this case, one has from Eq. (TI. 82b), / C - = — (^\>-i A**/

, so that

1_
+

since CO ^.<x L*2yl • "̂ noe frtw the dispersion relation (II.159)(

one obtains

Hence well abore the threshold, Eq. (II«163) reduce* to

which gires the growth rate

neglecting the damping term fl . Fur«ier, ^ j y ^ t l ^ s r

one gets,

r.164)

I"his solution is unstable (jlf ^ 0/ if

(II.165)
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in this case, Eq. (TT.163) simplifies to

Hence»

This leads to an instability If

This condition can be satisfied only when

U> > >• 5^ ^ it follows Iron CO *? 7?* 7%?/2.

that CHt 9- » h/k.o • Hwew. Eq. (TI.166) implies that

This aeans that the jweeent Instability occurs only for long wavelengths.

II.7 OERRRAL REMMtKSt

The Interaction of Intense electromagnetic field with the plasma

leads to many collective processes which nay either enhance or reduce the

absorption of an incident radiation in the plasma. These collective

processes are particularly quite important for the light with long wavelength

where the classical absorption through Inverse breasttrahlung process becoaes

Inefficient at high plasma densities. A variety of such nonlinear processes
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in an unnagnetlzed homogeneous plasma has been reviewed in this chapter.

These processes can be broadly classified into tv.o categories: electro-

static and electromagnetic instabilities. The major contribution to the

electrostatic modes comeB from the parametric ion-acoustic Langnuir wave

instability and the modified oscillatory two stream instability. Both these

instabilities arise In the region around the critical density surface

( £0 0 C£ £^b£, )• n̂e electromagnetic instabilities originate from

the scattering off electron and ion modes which prevail in the region of

suberitlcal densities. The scattering off the electron modes leads to

the stimulated Raman and stimulated Compton scattering whereas the scattering

off the ion modes glve3 rise to the stinulated Brillouin scattering and the

stimulated Compton scattering, ĥe other electromagnetic instabilities

considered are the long wavelength modulation instabilities involving ion

motion. All these collective non-linear processes have been analysed with

a single dispersion relation consisting of both electrostatic and electro-

magnetic terms. ĥe two plasmon decay instability, however, does not f it

in this framework and has been considered separately. This instability is

Important in the subcritical density region where Ci)0 O£ 2- W t . .

that is , at about one fourth the critical density. The main results

regarding the strength of the pump field and the corresponding growth rates

of the various instabilities are displayed in the Tables below.
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Type

Modified
Two-stream

Ion-Acoustic

Twoplasmon

Table I I . 1

Parametric Instabilities

Threshold C ^ o / O Maximum growth rate

nH

Type

Table Tl.g

Scattering off electron-modes

Strength of Pump Field tye ft) Growth Rate
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Table II.3

Scattering nff <on-modea

<IVpe Strength of Pump Field I V . / e J Growth Rate

Stimulated
Compton

Table II.A

Modulation

Strength of Pump Field ( V # / t ) Crowth Rate (/)

>|2 1 ^
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The threshold and growth rate conditions shown in the Tables II . 1

to TT.4 should be modified for the lnhomogeneous plasma. A modification

is also necessary for the magnetized plasma. The basic formalism discussed

in this section could, however, be easi ly extended to include these cases.

I t should also be mentioned here that apart from these nonlinear processes,

there is an Important linear process which dominates in an inhomogeneou*

plasma over a wide range of the pump f ie lds . This process known as the

resonance absorption arises from the following situation. The depth of

penetration of an incident transverse wave in a plasma with the density

gradient depends on the angle of incidence. At oblique incidence, if the

electric vector of the wave is in the plane of incidence, then a part of

the electromagnetic energy is transformed into electrostatic energy of the

plasma waves. These plasma waves transfer their energy to the thermal Motion

of the particles by the mechanism of landau damping. It is found that optima

angle of incidence corresponding to a broad absorption mart muni is about

10*-15* to the normal for cases of Interest. As high as 50?' of the Incident

energy can be absorbed by this process under favourable circumstances.

f inal ly , i t may also be mentioned that for very high incident puap
Ifi 1 9

f ields with powers exceeding 10 / %*" watts/cm ( J\ in nierons),

re lat iv i s t ic effects become important. These effects are somewhat beyond

the reach of present day laser techniques and hence are not discussed here.
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CHAPTEB I I I

GASPYKAMICB ATID SHOCK PHTNOlliKNA

Meat of the concepts in hydrodynamics o f l a s e r induced plasma f ind

their origin In the very old subject of gasdynamica. I t Is -thus relevant

to discuss the basic equations of gaadynamics with their solutions and

the consequent implications including shock waves.

I I I .1 EQUATIONS OF GASDYWA1CTCS

the state of a moving gas whose thermodynamic properties are known

i s described in terms of i t s velocity U. , density P and pressure y*

as functions of position and time. These functions are, in turn, determined

by the differential equations expressing the general laws of conservation

of mass, momentum and energy. The conservation of mass leads to the

equation of continuity!

V*.
Physically, this equation expresses the fact that the density in a given

fluid element changes as a result of the flow of the fluid into or out of

the element. The second equation is merely a statement of Newton's lawt

^ = - V f <m.»>
or equivalently,

In other words, this equation states the conservation of momentum. Finally,

the lav of conservation of energy yields*
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44k Cf> = *
which states that the change in the specific internal energy £ . of a

given fluid particle is a result of the work of compression done on the

particle by the surrounding medium and the energy Supplied by the external

sources. Thus, Q in Eq. (111*3) is the rate of energy supplied by the

external sources per unit raaBs of the fluid. The Eqs. (1IT.1 to III.5)

can be combined to write the energy equation in a more conventional forms

This equation expresses the physical fact that a change in the total energy

per unit volume at a given point in space occurs as a result of energy flux

(in or out) during Vie fluid motion, the work of the pressure forces and

the energy supplied (or absorbed) by the external source*. If the external

energy sources Q are known and the internal energy can be expressed as a

function of p and ^ (which is the case when thermodynamie properties

of the fluid are known), then Eqs. (TII.1, ? and 3 or 4) form a systea of

five equations with five unknown functions P , h and 1*C of space

and tine. If £. is not known as a function of h and ^ but la

• known as * Sanction of either P or P and temperature T, then i t

is necessary to add an equation of state b c b ^ "7"O *° th*

above system sf equations.

The energy equation (TTI.3) is applicable even when the system is

not In a state of thernodynanic equilibrium. However, when a system is in

thermodynamlc equilibrium at temperature T, Eq, ( i l l ,?) can be expressed as

TdS » da + \> d (X.) (m.5)
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where 5 Is the specific entropy. Thus In absence of external heat

sources, the third gasdynamlc equation is equivalent to the adlabatlc

flow condition

dS

It is necessary to specify ihe appropriate boundary and Initial condition!

whenever the solutions of the above system of equations la sought,

a) Propagation of Small Disturbances

A quantity of fundamental importance In gasdynamics la the velocity

of propagation of small disturbances, more conventionally known M the

sonic 8peed C. This can be illustrated more clearly by considering a one-

dimensional form of the gas dynamic equations. For a small density (pressure)

disturbance in the initially quiescent fluid { P t b * U. — O ) t

v© ' i o * •

toi.7)

the linearized form of the first two gasdynamlcs equations is given by

OtCI.Sa)

(III.6b)

where the notion of the fluid is assumed to be lsentroplc meaning thereby

that the entropy is constant throughout the volume of the fluid. The

Eqs. (ITT.Pa, b) lead to the wave equation.

^ e ;
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where 0 la the aound apeed given by the usual relation)

' (111.10)

It ia. obvious that ^ r *nd %L will obey the aame ware equation

. * } . The general aolutlon of Eq. ( i l l . 9 ) Is

- f# [ t
Indicating the propagation of the density disturbance In positive and

negative dlrectiona with the velocity of aound. Similar solutions for

/ \ J? and XL are given by

(111.12)

•K = C C f, - K ) (m-")

The functional forma of •pj and -r_ can be obtained froa the Initial

distributiona of K, *nd £ P

1
J

(III.14)

In this one-dimensional picture, the initial disturbance in density ie

propagated as a plane wave without any change in Its amplitude. Thin,

however, ie not the caee If one considers a spherical wave. The linearised

equations in the caee of epherioally symmetric fluid are given by
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(111.15b)

which lead to the wave equation,

the solution of which is

(ra.17)

This represents a spherical wave travelling outwards from the centre. It

may be noted that the solution of the type / ( « t f c f y /«*fc, i"

unphysical as i t represents a wave coning inwards to the centre. It is

clear from Eq. (111.17) that the amplitude of the spherical wave decreases

as sfc. increases in contrast to the plane ware case. The spherical wave

differs from the plane wave also in another respect. It can be easily seen

from Bqs. (lTT.15b, TTT.17) that the flnid velocity is obtained as

=• c l*:'f - g $ (•*-

with

= S (ITI.19)

Comparing Eq. ( i l l .18) witii the corresponding expression for the fluid

velocity in Eq. (III.13) for the case of positively travelling plane wave,

i t la seen that there is an additional term which inpliee that an init ial

density disturbance triggers a compression followed by a subsequent expansion.
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to) Character Is tics and Rlemann Invariants

It i« worthwhile to understand how a general disturbance, not

mcesewlly small, Is propagated in an adiabatic fluid. Considering the

one-dimensional picture for simplicity, the gas dynamic equations may be

written as

^ (m.20)

^ ^ _ 0 (TII.22)

It la easily seen that

It +

toy Eq. (TIT.??). Thus Fq. (TIT.?o) can be rewritten as

By combining Eqs. (TTT,?1, ?4) one obtainB the following equations,

The Kqs. (III.25) isply that

• I . v
SB O (TH.26)
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where the curves C--+ ax* defined by the equation

The Eq. (111.22) can be expressed as

(dS\ ^
fcft (Itl.28)

where the curve C.^ is given by

=. IL

The curves in Eq. ( l l l .27a, 2?b) are known as characteristics. They

represent the curves along which certain combinations of fluid variables are

propagated. The curves L along which the entropy propagates coincide

with the streamlines in the fluid. In the special case of isentropic flow,

Jj c . b f P) and it is convenient to define two new quantities:

J± = "H- ±- J f>l **? < I T T 2 9)
in tefnB of which Eqs. ( i l l .26) nay be written as

— ° (111.30)

Physically, this implies that in an isentropic fluid, there are two

combinations J L of the fluid variables which remain constant along

the characteristics £ . . Hence J+ are called Rienann invariants.
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In the ease of perfect gas with specific heat ratio

on. obtain. ?± = "U- ± 2-
c) Simple Ware, and Self-similar Solutions

Bie propagation of amail disturbances was discussed in subsection •)

In linearized approximation. The resulting solutions in the one-dimensional

oase were in the form of travelling waves which preserved their Initial

profile. The wave-type solutions are also possible in the general case of

disturbances which are not necessarily small. Such solutions In ieantropic

flow are called simple waves, characterized by the following equations

C = ft (7L-}tL± C(U) JT t ) ,

where the functional forms -f- »nd <? are determined from the initial

and boundary conditions. However, from Eqs. (TII.31), i t is clear that

th. initial profile. t C (p<-i 0) «>d C (pC, 0) get distorted as the

wave propagates. This disturbance of the profiles is due to the non-

linearity of the gas-dynamic equations. The physical reason for such

distortions is the fact that the crests of the simple wave travel relatively

faster (due to higher values of £, and I t ) than the troughs. In the

case of large amplitude waves, this distortion may ultimately lead to

wave-breaking and discontinuities called shock waves may be formed as

illustr»;»d in the Fig. ITT.1 below. It is important to note that the

discontinuities arise only during the compression part of the wave.
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Of particular interest to gasdynamles is a type of fluid motion

in which the distributions of flow variables do not change their form

with time ( i . e . , remain similar to themselves) and vary only as a result

of changes in 6eale. Such a notion is called as self-similar motion.

The physical reason for -She self-similar character of the fluid motion

can be understood from dimensional considerations. In absence of any

dissipatlve processes, the only dimensional parameter which enters the

description of the fluid flow is the speed C of sound. Hence, i f

the boundary and initial conditions of the problem do not contain any

characteristic time or length scales, the flow can depend on the

coordinate and time only in the combination *£> •= "X./ir which has

the dimension of ft. • It must be mentioned here that more complicated

examples of self-similar motions also exist wherein not only the length

scale but also the flow variable scales change. The similarity variable
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In luoh casea has the no re general form <cj ==- "^- "t" where oC la

some constant. In short, in a self-similar motion, the flow Yariables

do not depend on the coordinate and time separately but depend only on

certain combinations of them. The net result is the reduction In number

of independent variables by one. This can b» illustrated by considering

the one-dimensional forms of gas dynamic equations, and assuming that the

flow Yariables depend only on "Zt = "X-/fc • I n terms of this

Tariable, the gasdynamic equations assume the following form

# =

4l
"3
NS. -s. o (m.sao)

It may be noted that Eq. (III.32c) yields either "H. — "^ or

However, tf^-^t either contradicts Eq. (Til.32a) or gives a trivial

solution Ps_p . To obtain non-trivial solutions, therefore, i t i s

necessary to accept f*̂ . — p or >S=. constant. Since

t one can now obtain from Kqs. ( i l l .32a, b)

S J 4 =0 (m.»>
whence

"5 =. u ± c (m.34)
Substituting Eq. ( i l l .34) in (ITT.32a, b) one gets

± ^ Jf = dlL + -^ cl/> =0

-=. U± C - * - <JLh = . constant (IH.35)
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Physically, this solution represents the centred rarefaction waves

generated In a gas as a result of a constant slow motion of a piston.

In many interesting problems of gasdynamics, study of self-similar motion

provides a useful information about more general fluid motions. In

particular, this method is exploited in investigating the propagation of

shock waves generated during detonation and implosion processes.

I l l , 2 SHOCK WAVES:

It haa been pointed out in the earlier section that discontinuities

in the flow variables may arise in the course of propagation of compression

waves. Tn three dimensional motion of the fluid, the flow variables may

become discontinuous along a certain surface called a discontinuity surface.

The discontinuity surfaces are generally in motion with velocities which

may be different from the velocity of the fluid. Thus it Is possible under

certain conditions of motion -ftiat the fluid particles cross the

discontinuity nurfaje. The lews of conservation of mass, momentum and

energy which form the basis of fluid dynamics must also be satisfied at

the discontinuity surface. If there 1B a flow of fluid across the

discontinuity surface, the pressure, density and other thermodynamic

parameters experience a jump across the discontinuity surface. Such

discontinuities are cal.led shock waves and the corresponding discontinuity

surface is called shock front • The shock front moves with its own

velocity which, by definition, is nornal to the front. In the particular

case, when the fluid also moves along the normal to the front, the shock

is said to be a normal shock.. An oWj.-me shook, on the other hand,

implies that the fluid has a non-zero component of velocity tangential

to the shook-front.
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a) Plane Shocks

For simplicity of discussion, one can consider one-dimensional

fluid motion where the only shocks possible are the normal shocks with

plane shock fronts. The propagation of such a plane shock, moving in

a fluid Initially at rest, is displayed in the Pig. ITT.2 below.

Ut U1-0 h

u - -U

The Telocity of ehock front in the laboratory frame is denoted

by U, while the Telocity of the fluid behind the shock front is denoted

by t(,« • It Is convenient to describe the motion of the fluid with

reference to the shock front. In this system of reference, the fluid

•head of tfie shock front is characterized by the variables. ^ , j> » f..

and the Telocity 1 ? ~ *— (J and that behind the shock front is

characterized by f% , f,^ f fc^ a »id 1%/i M^ U-

Conservation of mass, momentum and energy yield the following

thtee relationships between the fluid variables on each side of the

shock front:
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(in.36)

£ ^ s, + h- = £ t£> e*. +- A (in-33)

Assuming that the initial flour variables P f b , £ are known

there are s t i l l five unknowns to be determined from the a bow three

equations. If the equation of state in the form £. " £_ QlP* f)

is available, the number of unknowns is reduced to four. However, It

1B possible to extract a lot of useful information about the motion

of -the shock-front without obtaining explicit solutions of the problem.

For this purpose, i t is necessary to recast Fqs. (ill.36-38) In the

following form:

(TII.39)

These relations describing the conservation laws in terms of pressures

and densities are known as Huponlot relations. From Eqs. (III.39, 40)

one can Immediately obtain the velocity ( 1?. — 1^__ ) of the moving

fluid behind the shock front relative to the quiescent material in

front of It.

(m.42)
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The change A £ -. in the internal energy of the shocked fluid {•

given by Eq. (III.41) ana the corresponding change ^A S-jy. £ . i n ***

kinetic energy content of the shocked fluid is given by

One thus obtains the expression for the partitioning of energy in the

shocked raaterJ.al,

/A
It is Interesting tD note from 3q. (III.44) that for strong shockSi

K , / / > ^ ^ j. this ratio is unity, indicating an equal portioning

of the two energies. Further insight into the problem can be gained

by assuming a specific equation of state. If the fluid is assumed to

be an ideal gas, the equation of state can be written in the form,

Substituting Eq. (111.45) in Bq. (m.41) one gets

P = CCy-V)/CCYV-l) (111.46.)

where the onstant (^.^ , reduced pressure F and the reduced VOIUM Y

are given by
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The relation (II .46a, b) plotted on a p-V diagram Is known aa Hugoniot

adiabat, ohown in FLg. I I I . i below, wherein the normal lsentropio adiabat

( P V s n i. ) *8 a l s o shown for comparison.

) HUGONIOT AOIASAT

NORMM.

The Hugoniot adiabat clearly represents the locus of all points

( K, f P-2_ ) which can be reached by a single shock passing through

the fluid originally at point ( & y P* ) . It can be seen from the

figure that the tangents to the two carves ooincide at the point (1, 1)

which represents the initial state of undisturbed fluid. Whereas tn»

normal adiabat approaches ^ = 0 , theHugoniotadiabat approaches

V = 4/C-f asymptotically as P increases. This indloates th*

fact that the maximum compression achieved (when p-^OO ) in a single

shock is C y •

Combining £q.s. ( i l l .39 , 40, 46), one obtains after trivial

algebra,
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•+ CP-0/zY

( m . 4 7 b )

where the aonle speed v ^ is given by

Since I s 1 f o r ahoeka, It la clearly seen from Eqs. (III.47 a, b)

that 1A ^ C/ and IJT ^[ C .̂* Thu8 t h e f l u i d n o w s l n t o t h e - h o e k

front with a auperaonlo a peed and flora out with a subsonic speed.

Kqulvalently, the shock-warp propagates with a supersonic speed with

reapect to undisturbed fluid end with a subsonic speed with respect to

the compressed fluid behind i t .

By the very nature of shocks, entropy la not conserved and i t la

of intereat to evaluate the increase in entropy during a shock coaipreaaion.

Per the ideal gaa that la considered ao far, thermodynaaic conaideratlona

yield the basic equation

- 0 f <L (Ve)J
which, whan integrated, glvea

45 = S-S, ^C

Thla indicates that entropy increases aonotonically as the shock atrength

(aaaaurcd in teraa of P) increases. The increase in entropy lapliea th*

presence of irreversible disalpative procesaea (heat conduction and
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and viscosity) In the shock front which has been hitherto assumed to be

a tiiin layer. Howsrer, the entropy Increase r-ioss a compression shock

Is entirely independent of the dissipative mechanism and is determined

by the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy alone. Only the

thickness of ths shock front which is governed by the rate of the

irreversible heating of the fluid experiencing the shock compression

depends on the dissipative mechanisms.

Before concluding this subsection, i t i s of interest to eonsidsr

the possibility of Increased coamression by reflection of a plane shook

by rigid boundary. This situation is illustrated in the Tig. III.4 where

the positions of the shock front before and after reflection ar* shown.

INCOENT
SHOCK

Vi

u

Ce-O

REFLECTS)
SHOCK WAU

Vi

Tr

Cr

v-o

PICK 4
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Just before the shock laplnges on the rigid boundary, ths flow

variables of the fluid In front and behind the shock are P t

^ . ~ )> 5 - V = - 0 (assumption of a rigid boundary and strong shook)
• 10 0

.£ t \>. f I? « respectJTely. fro» Eq.

(ITI.42) one obtainst

After refieetloni the flow TarlaVes behind the shock front are denoted

b y P « b . C 1 ^ — 0 (because of rigid boundary). As

before* on* has

)J

Eliminating t > . , P. , P , f fro» Eqs. (III.5O-53)» th«

following relation Is obtainedi

the equation of stats (TTI.45), Fq. (TTT.54) ean b» rewritten ast

which glres
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and from Kqe. ( i l l . 50 , 5?) one pets

Hence finally,

IJV / i f *% V * ** / ( M • (TTT an}

Moreover, for a strong shock assumed here, V* IP -a C.'"^

Hence

Siwilarly,

(ITI.60)

It la thua seen that for a monatomic ?aa ( "T -5/5), a atrong unrcfleoted

shock pi res a coapresaion r . / p s : ^4* "hile the reflected strong

shock girea a larper compression P. IP •~. j {) .

b) Sequential Plane shocka

A possible approach towards achieving hifji conpreaalon la through

th« apolication of r;onTergent sequence of non-overlapping shocks. The

first shock enters the stationary fluid of density P pressure P

and velocity 1 .̂ s . 0 *t tine f r s f • The subsequent ahoeks arc

generated at times ^ s - "C • ^a c h shock is characterised by its
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shock front. The two consecutive fronts at "fc_ . and VL.

for* the n t h zone with the flow variables P . t , £ . and t<«.«

The specific internal energy £ la assumed to be given by Eq.(111.45)

for an ideal pas. Applylnf the usual laws of conservation of mass,

momentum and energy at the interface between n and (n-1) zones, one

obtains

+ fe + i^vr^) = C,+ %-:/£^.T
) and nwhere UL . is the speed of shock between (n-1) and n zones.

From f-qs. (lTT.6ia, b, c) one gets:

f (nl „,
XT ( ^ o c / p . - ^ - o (nMS>

It is straintforward now to obtain the following relations fro* these

equationsi

., [«
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where C — Ofpm/P Y*io the sound speed in the n t h sone. For

a succession of shocks, one can write,

where

Under this condition, Eqs. (III.64-ITT.67) yield.

5t -"l (in.70b)

(iTi.700)

One can then write

C ^ =• Co 'X- (HI.7Od)

It la convenient to rewrite Eqs. (III.69a, b) in the font
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where the "effective compress?!on factor"

r ~
Ono can rewrite Bqs.(HI.7Ob, c) aa

^ *
where

For the cage of weak shocks ( £ < < / ) , one obtains the following

approximate expressions

(in.72b)

ft. ~i/-( ; >> .Ot (1-O/2-V (111.75)

(III. 76a)
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It is clear from Eq.(III.75) that even for ^ / f> ~ f 0

is of the order of ̂ C* indioating that the material velooity increases very

slowly with the driving pressure. It nay be recalled that for a single strong

shook one has

(ni.77)

(ni.78)

(III. 79)

Y-1

It should be noted that the ratio {tt^ / U* ) of the fluid velocity to the

shock-front velocity for the sequence of weak shocks remains nearly the seae

( 2 - / (i* 4 ) ) as in the case of single strong shock. Eowever, 1he

compression in -the single strong shock is plven by ( V+ y / f V — i ) wheraas

that in Hi* sequence of weak shocks obeys an adlabatic law as seen fro*

Eq.(lII.74). Moreover, the ratio of the sound speed to shock speed is given

by ( r - i ) / ( Y + 1) in the case of sequential weak shocks and by

J f - 0 / ("f+ 1) in the case of a single strong shock.

The driving pressure required for all the successive shocks to

coalesee at the same point in time t is estimated from the non-overlapping

condition. This condition gives

•6 that
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(111.80a)

Thji leads to the required driving pressure

** b [ 1 T —5—: - I (111.80b)TH ^- *'„ J
III .3 . SPHERICAL SHOCKS

A problem of great practical interest is that of spherical implosion

which involves the propagation of a converging spherical shock wave. The

relevant gas-dynanic equations are corresponding to a spherically symmetric

one-dimensional adiabatlc flow. These equations can be written in the form:

_ o
(ni.au)

^f +1^2- <6i*f>f =O (111.81c)

lhese equations 0 on tain five dimensional quantities (^, b , K , J^ , ~t ) ,

the dimensions of three of nhich are independent. Aa a result, the equations

adnit three Independent similarity trans for mat ions rtiich correspond to the

arbitrary choice of the three baaio quantities which are generally taken to be

f , -^. and t . Tne notion, in general, will then be described by the

variables ^ , t» and ti, which are not only the functions of r and t

tiut also of f and any other parameters entering froa the Initial and the
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boundary conditions of the problem.

a) Self-Similar IhMnn

A particular type of motion which is of interest here la the self-similar

motion already defined earlier In 3eo.III.1o). In a self-similar motion the

shape of the spatial distribution of any flow variable is preserved in time and

the change is only in the scale of that variable and the length seals H(t) over

the region considered. Thus the flow variables can be expressed as products of

soale functions and some unknown funotlona of the similarity variable "S

representing the shape. Choosing density P and length scale R as baslo

quantities, the scales for the velocity and pressure can be taken, without any loss

of generality, m /^ and P R. respectively. Rence one can write

f - f. fr (V
(111.62b)

U - R V

where Q , ~TC and are dimenaionless functions of the variable

n>e funotlona 4 - , tl , 19" and the scales fo t R. are to be

determined from the gasdynamlc equations. Substituting Bo[s.(lII.82) in (111,81),

one obtains
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(III.84*O

,84c)

-tmere IJie usual notation of prime and dot Indicates the derivatives wiUi respect

to % and tine respectively. It Is clear from Eq8.(lII.84) that the variables

are separated in "*u and t. Prom Eq.(ill.84b) one therefore gets

where X is a constant which yields the two typea of solutions,

R it) = A' ê '* CK-0
Ihe corresponding solution for P determined from Eq.(111.64a) are

x o

? = 8 -t* (IH.86)

The most commonly used form for the scale variable is a power law rather titan

the exponential law. It may be pointed out that the constants ~o , & can

be determined from the Initial condition whereas the constants fc , oC can
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be determined from dimensional considerations, from conservation laws or fro*

the complete solution of the pas dynamic equations. Substituting the power lair

solutions Eqs.(lII.85, 86) in Eqs.(lII.B4) one finally obtains*

b) Strong, Spherical Shocks

these general equations will now be applied to the case of a strong

spherical shock wave travelling to the centre through a gas of uniform initial

density P and zero pressure ( f> — J) ) . One is interested here in the
'0 • >0

notion of the fluid at small distances from the centre and at times close to

the instant of shock-eonrergenee (collapse). Under tfiese conditions it is

reasonable to expect that the fluid motion will assume some limiting form

Independent of the initial conditions, lhe problem obviously does not contain

any characteristic parameters of either length or time. The only length seal*

is the radius• B of the shock-front which Itself is varying with time. All

these facts naturally suggest that the limiting motion is self-similar.

For subsequent discussions, the origin of tine (t » 0) is taken to be

the instant of collapse at which R - 0. With this choice, one oan write
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R -=, A C~ * ) " 5 5 = (nt.ne)

•HIUB ^ j - 1 when the shock is at the observation point ft- ( R » ' t ) and

^j - OO when the shook reaches the centre' (R - 0). Hence the intervale of

variables are given byt

Ifce velocity H of -Hie shock-front is dlrpcted towards the centre and 1B

given by

where TJ ( \ , ) Is Hie incident shock speed (at *S » 1) defined by

It Is convenient, for subsequent discussion, to introduce the quantity

The scale parameter for the density can be taken as the initial uniform denalty

f , Implying that 7 3 - 0 and S - ( ' p In Eq.(lII.86). With this

choice of 1he scale parameters, Eqs.(HI.87) can be written as

+ 2^d - o (IH.9U)
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2

=.0

It is convenient to introduce the reduced density £J , reduced jnee»»re P

*nd reduced velocity V defined by

Comparing Eqs.(lII.92) «nd (ill.82) one obtains

(xn.950

It i s c us ternary to employ the square of sound speed o in place of reduced

pressure. Trom the definition
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Ylth the help of Eqs.(III.99), (UI.100) i t is possible to Integrate

Eqg.(lII.96) from € » 1 to 4 « OQ for a prescribed value of 04. •

However, all values of oC would not yield a single-valued solution

satisfying the boundary conditions in Eq.(III.1Oi). It is tints clear that

the first step In solving the Eqs.(III.96) is to obtain the appropriate value

for the self-Biailarlty exponent OC .

c) AnalyBia of Equations fin.96)

It should be noted that the independent variable "C does not enter

the Eqs.(lII.96) except in the fora of tn.ff in the differentials. Moreover,

the reduced variable Cf also appears only as a differential Clh\(^. This

enables one to solve these equations algebraically for the unknown differential

coefficients to obtain,

(III. 102a)

( i n . 102b>

(III. 102o)

is given by

(111.103)

where the determinant
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- r * .0-

and Kqs.(lII.82), (ill .93) one obtain*

The Eqs.(lII.9i) can now be caat in the form

- 3V (111.96a)

' ~Zr (111.96")

0~Y)
-77 (111.96c)

This is a ayetea of three ordinary differential equations of first order in

the unknown function T , B and Z of the Independent variable "6

In solving this system of equations, i t la-necessary to know the values of

these functions at the shock-front where X - 1. At the shock-front, the

usual conservation laws yield the well-known expressions for the flow

variables behind the front in terns of P. ma the incident speed \J of

the front ,*
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^ 0 (in.97c)

= (Y-+ -/ ) (ni.98)

From Ris.(lII.92), (111.93), (HI.97), i t is straightforward to obtain the

boundary values

f == q

(111.99c)

( m i o o )

The reduced v«rl*bl«fl must also satisfy the boundary condition* at j

At the instant of collapse t • 0 (which for finite /£ corresponds to

C * &O )» ̂ 1 the fluid variables must be finite. Hence it follows from

Eqs.(lII.92) and (111.94) that

(ni.101)V (*>)=•
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Th« other determinants ^L l n Ea«(m«10?) are obtained from the

determinant ^ by replacing k colum by the right hand aid*

of Eq.(HI.96). It is thus straightforward to obtain

- Al. - i l ( m . 1 0 5 )

These two equations are, in principle, sufficient to determine V and Z as

functions of t . The determination of the third variable G does not,

however, require an explicit integration of Eq.(Til.102b) since an integral of

•otlon known as the adlabatic Integral exists for the problem. Ibis integral,

which follows physically from the entropy conservation,connects all the

variables V, Z and G with. %, , and is piven by

H — K. («"" v ' jf (ni.io6»)

where

^ •=• r c^"^~" o ° ^ ~ ^ ^] (in. 106b)

and K determined fxon the boundary condition Is given by
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In order that the solutions of Eqs.(lII.1O4, 103) be physically

aeanlngful, they sust be single-valued. Thus every value of the Independent

variable & m t correspond to a unique value of T and Z. In other words,

T (C) and Z ( t ) should not have any extras* In the range of interest

1 ^ "S| <.<3O ' Hence cLXkJ^j/c{\/ z£ 0 in this range.

However, A - 0 on the parabola Z - (o(- T) and this deaands Aj~ 0 so as

to have non-sero value of CUM^'^/AV in Iq.(III.104). Ihe significance

Of the point (To, Zo) where A m i l j t tOaaybe understood froa Flg.III.5.
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The integration of Eq.(in.1O5) describes a curve Z - Z (V) starting

from the initial point A (V (1) , Z(1)) to the final point 0

It is clear that the point A lies above the parabola Z » («i-V)2 as may be

verified from Eq..(tlX.1OO)s

Hence It follow that -the curve Z » Z (T) mat intexaect the parabola at

some point B. Obviously A - 0 for this point on the parabola and consequently

Af - 0 as discussed above. Thus the point B is the same as (Vo, Zo). the

single-valuedness of Z as a function of T demands that at this point,

A g - 0 as can be seen from Eq.(lII.1O5). This point B (where 4 - A) " 4 - - 0 )

is known as the singular point.

For an arbitrary value of the similarity exponent c< , the integral

curve starting fron the initial point A say not intersect the parabola at al l

or i f It does the point of intersection may not be the singular point B. Such

a curve will , however, not correspond to the correct physical solution. Ow

physically acceptable solution la possible only for a particular value of OC .

In other words, the requirement that the correct Integral curve oust pass

through the singular point, determine* 0C

i) Estimation of Similarity Parameter

Ihe lower limit on X can be obtained from Eq.(lII.1O4) i tsel f by

noting that ( C( .4K'3J / C\V ) mat be negative throughout the range of

integration \ ^ Xa < C ° O for a shooks-front converging to th»

centre. Thus
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which implies that

ot *> * ' . r= 3 (V+O (111.107b)
4

The 8timation of p( can be had from the consideration of the singular point

(Vo> tt) for which 4 » 4 ^ - ^ 9 " 0# An ̂ 'Pli^it evaluation fives

V ~ <X- • B = 0 (111.106a)

± \fi~ ifflU-Vj^J/+f (111.106b)

The Value given by Eq.(III.106a) contradicts the physical reqairement

for a converging shock-front since V C^y : s 2 - OC / 0"^"* ̂  i

than o( for * / ̂  •/ . For real roots in Bo.. (III. 100b), one aust have

(m.109)

and moreover, for a unique value of V£ the equality sign i"> Eq.(lII.1O9)

holds and one gets an aquation determining oC •
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As alternative way of estimating oC is provided oy the condition

^ = . A •=. o and

(iii.ni)

which correctly describes the slope of the intepral curve at the uinpular

point. The value of \f *J\

the equation .4 t « 0 p;ives

point. The value of V cVtiined from Eq.(ill. 111) when substituted in

~ £z. -t3Y(V-t) J =

Both the quadratic Kqs.(lIJ.110f 111.112) rhould, in principle, estimate p

It may be verified that for physically meaningful values of -j^ , one root

of Eq.(lII.11O) is very close to the correspondinp; root o(j. of Eq.(III.112)

and satisfies the condition OC ̂  ^tvd»' '̂ 1* other roots

of Eqs.(lII.11O, III.112) do not satisfy this condition and should be

discarded. The roots of these equations for specific values of "Jr are

shown in Table III. 1.

and o( '

Y
5/5

7/5

0.4615

0.4737

0.6869

0.7066

Table III.1

O ^

0.0047

0.0019

<

0.7157

0.7758

<

- 0.4917

- 0.4632

For the special case of Yst\, the Eq8.(lII.11O, 112) are no longer applicable.

However, the desired o£. can be exactly determined since, in -this case, the
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• ingular point ( Yo » i.o ) coincides with the init ial point (o(, 0). Hie

condition of Eq.(III. 111) then gives oC~ 1. There la another instance in

which o( can be exactly deternined and that is when the initial point l ies

on the parabola jj— ( o(,—~ V^) for any value of ~JF . In this case, the

initial point coincides with the singular point and its substitution In the

equation ^&|» 0 gives the exact value of Oi. . Por the Bpecific case of

y(4) = x << /CY+ O f %

•value of p{ so determined is

The explicit values of oC corresponding to "Jf « 5/5 and 7/5 are 0.7368 and

0.7941» respectively,

e) Asymptotic Solution

It is easy to obtain the solution of Eq.(i l l . 104) as JL—^CO using

the fact that in this case both V and Z tend to zero and Z. * v i r . Thus

i t follows from Bq.(lII.1O4) that in this asymptotic region,

which, on integration, gives

Using the value of Eq.(lII.114) in Eq.(lII.1O5), one obtains, on integration,
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2. a

Thus it is clear that the asymptotic behaviour of V and Z is given by

which in turn implies that.

£J ~ K. (• constant) (lll.117b)

as seen from Eq.(III. 106a.). It should be remarked here -that the constants

K,, KL and K_ must be obtained numerically,

f) Reflection of the Shock

So far the propagation of a convergent spherical shock in the time

interval — 0 0 ^ *t *C C h a s b e e n considered. The shock will be

reflected from the centre after the instant of collapse at t - 0. One is

thus led to consider the propagation of the reflected shock for times t V o .

The motion of the reflected shock is also self-similar with the same

similarity exponent ^ . Thus the position of the reflected shock-front

at time t Is given by

* A1 -t* dn.118)

One may recall here that the parameters of the inoident shock-front are given

by Eqs.(III.88 - 90). Using these equations, one can rewrite
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Uius It follows from

(111.120)

that ?> represents the value of -the self-similarity variable when ihe reflected

shock-front reaches the observation point (when f\ - S> , . %L •= "% ) . The

velocity of the reflected shock-front at time t is given by

(III.121)

Hence the speed {J fa,) of the reflected shock-front at the observation point

^ is

Since the speed 0 C ^ / of the reflected shock front is less than the speed

\\)(JO\ of the incldisnt one and t£< 1 t it folltws that ^ **^ 1 •

One can determine "£ by noting that the velocity \J* of Hie reflected

front at the. instant of reflection is given by the limiting condition:

where U = (*/t) V($)= ^ O{\)^ Vftf) (III.123)

Thus from Eq«.(lII.122) and ( i l l . 123)t «e obtains
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JJIXX.124)

One finally obtains from Bis.(ill.115) and (lIT.124),

(in. 125)

Hie flow variables V (^H) » ^C^j) ana ^C%) are to be obtained

nunercially in three different regions indicated in Fig.III.6.

G.Z.
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Firat, the flow variables are determined in the region I

of inoreaslng x* covered by the incident shock-front. Since \K>4 th9 flow

variables in region II ( o O ^%^^t ) of decreasing *£ where the

reflected shook-froat has yet to reach are obtained by continuing the

solution through negative values of V until V - ? (^ ) is reached. In

order to obtain the flow variables in region III ( ̂ */*^ ^°) wnsrs

further decreases to zero (as t —><^O ) one has to first apply the juap

conditions at the reflected shock-boundary £ - £ to connect the variables

In region II (ahead of the ahock-front) to those in region III (immediately

behind the front). These conditions for the reduced flow variables imply

the following equations;

P+C (oL-V» J — r -t- C Cd-V ) (in.i26b)

k <*-
Here the subscript 2 indioates the values at ^ = ^ and subscript 3

denotes the values behind the reflected front. Noting that P =

one obtains

v. = y. + - 4 - s" ~: .. * <™-'2'«>
(111.127b)
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Thus the flow variables in region III are to be obtained by integrating

Eqa.(lXr.1O4, 105) *ith the initial conditions given by Eq.(lII.127). It

should be noted that the solution in this region oust be of explosive type

g) Sequential Spherical Shocks

The treatment of sequential spherical shocks coalescing at a point

in the fluid is similar to that of sequential plane shocks discussed in

Sec.(HI.2b). One considers here a sequence of ?U weak spherical shocka

coalescing at a distanoe <£ from the centre. The subsequent notion inside

the sphere is assumed to be self-similar. One introduces again the

self-similarity variable

(HI.128a)

where

ft IS fa (- -t ) (III. 128b)

describes the position of the incident coalesced shock-front. Hie velocity

of the shock-front can be expressed a*

R (i) = U frO 5 ( '"° / X cm.,,*.
where

= -Ot A <k (III. 129b)
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represrnts the incident speed of the shock-front at the position /%_ . One

nay also write

— 4 4/aC
U(^> * (m.i3o)

Introducing the reduced fluid variables an before, one writes

f =• f. Q (T, )

The yalues of Uie fluid variables at the coalesced shock-frount ar« the sane

as those obtained earlier in Sec.(UI.2b).

(111.132a)

The shock-front speed is given by
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Xt is clear that the requirement of self-similarity Imposes the condition

I T M Eq8.(III.13i), (III.132) and ( i l l . 133), one obtain* the value* of the

reduced variables at the coalesced shock-front where T i * 1 . thus

(0 * &. /5)
/U </C1O (m.u«b)

It is clear from Eq«.(III. 134b, c) that

Implying thereby that the initial point fc - 1 is very nearly the singular

point. In tills case i t Is possible *o obtain the exact value of oC

analytically by noting that, at the singular point, 7 (1) satisfies the

quadratic equation

^ i * _ *\

.136)
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whieh gives

Thus o£ - 0.73684 for y"- 5/3 and ot~ 0.79412 for "/- 7/5*

It now follows that the solution to the problem of coalesced weak

shocks involves integrating Eqs.(IIT.1O4) and (III.105) with the value of OC

given by Eq.(lII.137) and the initial conditions prescribed by Eq>.(lII.134).

The propagation of reflected shock follows the Bane pattern as discussed

earlier.

It should be noted that the treatment discussed in tills subsection is

approximate. The exact calculations can, however, be performed by following

the detailed discussions in Sec.(HI.2b).

III .4 . ESTIMATIOH OF FUSION YIELD

OM can now proceed to evaluate the fusion energy S . produced due to

shook compression and the subsequent heating of the central portion of the

DT-pellet with number density "M- • *>i • I t - / j . The energy C,. stored

in the shock can also be obtained at the sane tiae. Th* fusion yield £ , is

given by the usual expression,

where Vv *a 17*6 MtT for VfC fusion. The fusion takes place in a saall region

of radius ^C near the centre of the pellet primarily as a result of
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compression and heating due to the reflected shock. As a consequence, on* can

extend the upper limit ' C A T ^ ^ while the limits over the second integral in

Eqs.(ill.138) can be set as 6 t T( after changing over to the similarity

variable If. . Recalling tfiat " t - ' i - / / ? " ^/(jpi6ytar ** reflected

shock and that ? t «s >t_o (f C*t\)f o n e o b t a i n s

(nr.139)

where < t T V > is a function of temperature T* at %*. Since T

itself is a function of ^ , i t is convenient to change the variable r to T.

Assuming that the ions and electrons are at the same temperature, one can write

Substituting the value fc/f from Eq.(111.94) anfl using Eqs.(IH.88 - 90), one

can express the temperature T* as

consequently,

where

Thus Eqs.(III. 139) can be rewritten as
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f ;20°O

r=* J
Hie integral I - can be evaluated by tiie aaddle point nethod by noting that

in -the range of temper* ures of interest,

(III.145)

For numerical calculations ( J T - 19.47 x 1O~ and 6 - 43*06 x 102 hare
6 8

been used in the teaperatur* range 10 to 10 *K.

where

f (T *) =

-t (r*)J

expanding f (T*) around the saddle point 7" »

( n i - 1 4 8 )

»htr« 71 i* defined by
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f f (Ts ) =-0 (ni.149)

From Eqs.(HI. 147), (III.149)

T =5

It may be mentioned here that for V - 5/3, "II ̂  10^ #K in the ease of a

single shock while I. O£- 6 x 1 0 *K for a aequence of convergent weak
«5 .

shocM. Thus, in a saddle-point approximation,

ifhere ^&~1?^>-. haa to bs evaluated at T* - T7 . finally, the

fusion, yield is given by

where

•* \—«*-

(m.i5 2 b)

The time -t ('Ig ) oan be physically Interpreted as the t i n required for the

incident ahock to reach the oentre froa i ts initial position i t / ^ . DM
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expreuaion In the first bracket of Eq.(lII.152a) represents the fusion energy

produced when a homogeneous DT plasma of density "M̂  is heated to a

temperature X and confined for the hydrodynamic disassembly time C £fcj)»

The expression in the second bracket of Eq.(ill . 152a) gives the correction

tern due to shock compression. It is clear that this term involving the

integral %. defined in Eq.(lH.i44a) has to be evaluated numerically. The

value of this integral is found to be quite large.

After estimating the fusion energy E-, one can similarly calculate

the shock energy K . . This energy consists of two parts, namely, the kinetlo

energy and the internal energy and can be expressed as

?* (£f £ ) (m-153)
o

RromBqs.(lII.88 - 90), Eq.(lII.92) and Eq.(lII,95) one can rewrite E^ as

Sk ~ 4lTf H V H (m.154a)

nhere

This integral I- is also to be evaluated numerically and is found to be leas

than unity for all practical cases. The approximate sign in Eq.(ill. 154b)

indicates that the maximum contribution to the integral L and subsequently

to the shock energy E . cones from the reflected part of the shock aftar it

has reached the observation point at «•£.•*-%. . Die corresponding time t
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ln Eg. (ill. 154a) is related to the time t ("̂ . ) by

( m ' 1 5 5 )

Thus finally one obtains fro* Bqs.(III. 154*, III. 155, IH.152b, III. 142) the

shock energy

The expression in the first bracket of Bi.(lII.156) represents the thermal

energy of plasaa of density y\ and temperature T^ enclosed in a sphere of

radius -̂ £< . Hie correction due to shock compression and heating is given by

the expression in the second bracket. This correction factor is found to be

varying between 20 to 100 in al l practical cases of interest. It is convenient

to express the shock energy EBh in terms of Ihe energy nultiplication factor

(Ef/BBh) and the density factor ('Mj/'h0 ) "here V%s is the density of ti»e

solid pellet and V is the initial density of the plasma. Thus one can write
0 .

nhere the constant Cfc is given by
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It is clear that the coefficient C.g ia a measure of the input energy

required for the fusion yield.

The present analysis leading to Eq.(lII.157) is quite general and is aln

applicable to the sequence of weak coalescing shocks discussed in Sec.III. 5.g) •

In order to compare this case of sequential shocks with that of a single shock,

one may recall that the initial conditions on the variables V, Z and 6 are

different in the respective cases. The effects due to the slight differences

in the initial values of V and Z are not very significant. However, there

is a large scaling factor coning from the differences in the initial values of

G. One clearly sees from Eqs.(in.99»» III.134*) that

< m ' 5 9 )

where the prined and unprimed qualities refer to the respective case of

•equential and single'shock case. One can then obtain the resulting scaling

factor in the aonstant C. in Eq. (ill. 15s) from the dependence of the

integrals L and I, on G. As clearly seen from Eqs.(III. 144a, III.154b), one

obtains,

(III. 160)

I t thus follows that the input shock energy required for the sequential case is

muuny orders of magnitude smaller than that necessary for a single shock case. As

an example, for 7 » 5/3 and fa If> <*" 10 , the input shock energy ia

reduced by a factor of 4 1 10 .
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It should be mentioned here that Brueckner and Jorna ' have considered

the case of a single shock with "f - 5/3 for which they quote Cffl - 4O.9« This

value seens to be incorrect even when one employs the values of CC , 7^ , I f ,

X i and E h quoted by them. It is found -that the correct value for C.

turns out to be 0.485. Moreover, the constant in the expression ' for E j.

of Eq.(5.22) should correctly be 33.9 rather than 24.1. This will further

reduce Hie value of C-a to 0.174. Furthermore, there is a difference of a

factor 2-/"/H in the corresponding expressions for temperature T* given by

Eq.(III. 140) in this report and (5.8) of Hef '. In fact, there appears to be

an inconsistency in the definitions of temperature given by Eqs.(5.2) and

(5i8). Using the correct expression for the temperature T* and the subsequent

expressions for E. and 13. , one obtain C. as given by Eq.(lII.158). 5hlB
1 sn is

equation yields C, - O.O3I5 for the case of single shock with V" 5/3.

Extensive calculations for the single and sequential spherical shocks in

the DT plasma have been performed on the basis of the theory presented in this

chapter. Summary of the important numerical results is presented in Tables HI.2

and III.3 below. The results shock cases whereas those in Table III.3 refer to

the sequential shock cases. Ihe tabulated G is the actual maximum compression

G in the case of single shocks. However, to facilitate the comparison with the

single shock case, the maximum compression in the sequential shock case has been
— fly,

tabulated as a reduced quantity G B [&(* iJ/Cf'"*fllfoIP ) C* wner* G *•

the actual compression.

It is evident from Table III.2 that there is a vast difference between

the input energy required for a given fusion yield in ihe two cases of T « 7/5

and "f - 5/3. Thin can be attributed to the difference in the self-similarity

parameters oC which, in turn, is reflected in the difference between the
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6arM]e_po-<nt temperatures T . The lat ter differenc leads to an order of

magnitude variation in ^O~i9 ^> values and consequently three orders

of magnitude in the respective C- values. This i s , of course, slightly

compensated by thr variation in the factor [_"# T
s / Z ('c-* )J • Another

major factor contributing to the coefficient Cfs is ^ "~ V

lea^in/' to three orders of ma,Tiitude difference in thf respective C_ values.

One may also note from the re suits in Table III .2 that the coefficient

C. for the same j « 5/3 value is vastly different for the tv<o cases of the

actual niwle shock renultiry from a sequence of coalesced weak shocks. This

is basically due to the variation in the oC an<? t * values which affect

the coefficients C. in precisely the same manner as discussed above. I t

should, however, be noted that the tabulated C_a value for the case of

sequential shockn does not directly rive the actual input enerpy. In fact,

one has to obtain the required input energy by multiplying the tabulated C_

value by a factor fC^+0/C^~O^ Ch/fci) • 'Rlis f a c t o r reduces the

input enerfy by a substantial amount denendinp on the pressure rat io

The results displayed in Table ITI.J indicate clearly that for a

fixed o « the coefficient C_g value decreases with increase in ttie pressure

ra t io . However, for a. fixed pressure ra t io , Cfg is almost insensitive to the

variation in O • I t may also be noted that the results (e.p. third row of

Table TTI.2) obtained from the approximate theory are valid only for large

In summary, i t may be said that a sequence of coalescing weak (

shocks is significantly effective not only in increasing the compression but

also in substantially reducing the input energy required to achieve the desired

fusion yield.



Table III.2

V

7/5

*5/3
t5/3

0

0

0

0

.717169

.688577

.736840

.73684

2.4273

1.59

2.3706
2.277

of Results

149.82

33.0

102.6

90.7

with

2

0.

0

0

0

Single

7046

.5770

.8811

.926

Shocks In

V 1 O - 7 (

0.78

U04

0.63

DP

•K)

Plasma

I, x 1O-4

2.92

0.42

1.88

h

1.96

0.33

0.80

381.2

0.035*

594.0

* The parameters for this case are extracted from Be'f. .

•f These results are derived from a single shook equivalent to a sequence of coalesced weak shocks

acoofding to the approximate theory of Sec.HI.3.g). The actual value of the maximum compression is

to be obtained by multiplying the tabulated value "5" by a factor £(•/-1")/(?4 O J (k /b y* . The

value for C. for a. given t> Ib can be obtained by multiplying the tabulated value by a factor
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CHAPTER IV

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OP LASER FUSION

Simulation experiments are basio for understanding the energetios of

the laser implosion schemes. Such experiments can be conveniently oarrled

17)out using a hydrodynamie approach ' for the'description of the plasma. In

the following sections, we describe the physical model along with relevant

hydrodynamio equations describing the plasma and the basic structure of the

numerical scheme employed.

IV.1 PHYSICAL MODEL

The model simulates the evolution of laser-heated spherically symmetric

plasma using a Lagrangian description of the fluid. The plasma is assumed to

consist of electrons, ions and neutrals. The changes in the number of each

species, thermal or non-thermal, due to anomalous absorption, thermonuclear

reactions, slowing down of fast particles and the degree of ionization are

explicitly followed in the numerical scheme. All thermal species are assumed

to have the same macroscopic velocity. However, the electrons and iona

(neutrals) are assumed to be at two different temperatures. This leads to the

use of one momentum equation but two energy equations separately for electrons

and ions (neutrals). The mechanisms of energy exchange involve flow work, thernal

conduction, Coulomb collisions between electrons and Ions, brensstrahlung

radiation, laser absorption and the slowing down of fast particles. The

thermal conductivities are flux limited and the conductivity of heavy species

(ions and neutrals) takes into account the change in composition due to

variation in degree of ionization. The pressure in the momentum equation la

separated into the electronic pressure and the pressure due to heavy specie*.
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The heavy species are assumed to follow the ideal gas equation of state while

the electrons may follow an ideal or degenerate gas equation or a modified

Thomas-Fermi equation of state. The mathematical instabilities during

compression are treated by incorporating an articifioal viscosity term based

on the quadratic Ton-Neumann prescription,

a) Basic Equations

An assumption of spherical symmetry implies that al l the fluid variabks

will be the functions of radial coordinate r and time t only. The number

of electrons, ions and 'neutrals' in an elemental volume V of mass II will be

denoted by Ne, V^ and If respectively. These numbers arc varying because of

thermonuclear reactions and ionization. The type of charged particles are

p, df t , He, Tie etc. whereas the 'neutrals' will mostly consist of neutrons

but the same symbol may also refer to other neutral particles as well.

Consequently ts> — ^ N - where HI. i» the number of charged

particles of type o. I t may be useful1to define .the following.

The total •**• M0, the number density *M- and the mass density

for electrons is given oys

where "h^s is 'the nM* of el«otron. The corresponding quantities for ions

and neutrals are given byt

(iv.2)
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there m stands for the massof the neutral particles and the average Ionic

mass tv\* is given by " M A ? sz S-.'^H- N~ /hii t the mass of oharged

particle of typo c being denoted by ̂ »i . The averages JJ and Z of

the charge and square of the charge needed in the calculation are defined byt

•here £• Is the charge carried by the particle of type c. tfhe number

densityf total mass and the mass density of the heavy species consisting of

the ions and neutrals is given by:

L
The corresponding quantiti* for the entire fluid are thua given by

The fluid pressure p is given by:

(TM)b

where the pressure P due to heavy speciea la obtained fro* the ideal

equation of state

k =
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The snorgy £ , per particle of the heavy species 1B expressed in terns of

the specific heat (at oonstant volume) C-t *V*

where >i i s the temperature of the heavy species and ft. i s tht Boltsnann

oonstant. The electronic component of the pressure, P , and the energy

nay be written in a general form

where ' £ i s the el<' • temperature and C ^ is the electron speclflo heat

(at oonstant volume). If the electrons obey the gas equation, J{. - 1. whereas,

i f they obey degenerate Fermi-Dir&o equation, y£ is given byt

where the degeneracy parannter i s defined as

with the Feral tevpentture T- given by
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For any other equation of state such as Thomas-Feral, the temperature dependent

coefficient /C should be speoifled.

One can now proceed to write the basic equations used in this work in

the integral form obtained by considering momentum and energy balanoe in an

elemental volume V.

Momentum Equation

5L fe tCdv = - J/> <L7 dv (xv.,0

where the velocity %\_ is given by

in the Lagrangian description and >L.*S£ represents the viscous forces per

unit volume of the fluid. The viscous foroes inolude the normal viscosity terms

as well as the artificial viscosity terms as proposed by Yon-Neumann for the

treatment of shocks during compression.

The effect of viscosity on dissipation of shocks has been investigated '

by various workers. In the presence of viscous term, all the hydrodynamio

quantities ( b f P etc) vary smoothly through a shock region for any shook

of arbitrary strength. It turns out that the thlokness of the transition region
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depends on the strength of the disslpative mechanism. However, in the limit

of no viscosity or no heat conduction, the variations in the hydrodynamic

quantities precisely approach the discontinuities of the Hugoniot theory as

discussed in Chapter III It should be mentioned here that the normal viscosity

represented by linear terms proportional to +.he velocity gradient in hydrodynamic

equations for momentum and energy presents a basic drawback. In this case, the

thickness of the transition layer varies with the ahock strength approaching

zero for a very strong shock and infinity for a very weak shock. It is,

however, desirable in numerical computations to have the thickness of the

transition layer to be nearly constant spread over a few spatial steps

irrespective of the shock strengths. Von-Neumann an Rlchtmyer accomplished

this by introducing a purely artificial viscosity term which is quadratic in

velocity gradient.

Energy Equations

(ITJ5)

where the subscripts e and h refer to the electron and heavy species and
m «

£.» C3, and O denote the energy ptr unit mass, the rate of heat
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transfer and the rate of energy deposition per uni' tnassreBpeetively. The

rate of heat transfer is asaimed to be given by the classical conduction law

f\ is"here f\ is the thermal conductivity. For electrons, the thermal conductivity

is given by the standard Spitzer formula °'

Civ.15)

Is given toy

CL9~ 0.060725. a, - 0.049335, aj - 0.0038194, a- - O.O0O1O57 and

A SS ^ V. fcfl *C / (IV. 17)

The classical conduction law in Eq.(IV.14) breaks down at high

temperatures tfien the mean free path of the electron-ion collisions teooim

comparable to the length over nhioh the temperature changes. I t should •»
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noted that the maximum energy flux P# carried by electrons la given by the

20)free streaming limit '

(IV.18)

This roeana that T / In Eq.(lV.14) must be flux limited by the following

condition

It == m W / K, , -^i-r-^j | (1V.19)

The thermal conductivity i\J of the heavy species la comprised of the

thermal conductivity }\ of the neutrals and f^, of the iona.

(iv.20)

where the coefficients 0 n and C^ are funotiona of temperature It , the0n It ,t

number densities ^ 1 _ and 71 • and the masses 7V\^ and "HI • aa

21)
given in literature . In Eq.(l?.2O), the contribution fro* the 'neutral'

conductivity la very ama.ll. In faot we can take KL to be independent of

temperature since the ooei'fioient 0 n approaches to zero very rapidly with

the increase in lonizatlon. The Ionic conductivity l\ • la given by

'Z2" (IV.21)
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(IV.2U)

where

(IV.22)

(IV.23)

so that

The source term in energy equations arise basically due to the

absorption of laser energy by the electrons in the plasma. The electrons

subsequently transfer a part of their energy to the ions by coulomb

collisions and this leads to the heating of ions to high temperatures

( 5*^ 1 kev) at which thermonuclear reactions are initiated. The reaction

products may either escape from plasma or deposit thej.r energy back into

the plasma electrons and ions. The Increase in ion temperature causes

more thermonuclear reactions leading to a chain reaction which is subsequently

The heat conduction of the ions is also flux-limited with the maximum flux j
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elowod by the donlRtion of reacting ions ana by the cooling caused due to the

hydrodynamie expansion -and radiative and conductive losses.

Laser Absorption

As the laser radiation traverses the plasma, it deposits energy

according to the inverse bremastrahlune absorption process. The rate § of

energy deposition to electrons by this classical process is given by

4 ~ M
where f is the incident laser power and the integral is over the optical

nath with

In Eq.(lV,26), ^«J* is the laser frequency and ^bf. ^B *he

frequency given by

(IV.27)

Por t,h<? 8uffioif"ftly intense laser radiation, near the critical density

at which CO* si & ) , , plasma instabilities develop and cause increased
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of l ight . This anomalous absorption can be treated by using the

following expression for the absorption coefficient f

where

with J o as the laser power intensity and i is the imaginary part of tO

which satisfies the equation for the parametric oscillations,

1
J

where W u , is the frequency of ion-acoustic wave, /. is the corresponding

damping rate, £*U is the frequency of the Bohm-Gross wave, fZ is the

corresponding damning rate and o 2Z> ̂ df ~~ **^2. • ^* *-s know* that

this anomalous absorption leads to very high velocity (suprathermal) electrons

and a separate treatment is necessary for their therraalization. It nay be

emphasized here that even before the onset of anomalous absorption, there are

other conpstitive nonlinear processes such as stimulated Brillonin and Raman
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scattering which contribute to the increase j . n reflection of the laser

radiation as discussed In Chapter I I . I f the penetrating laser radiation

is not fully absorbed by the clansical and anomalous processes, i t is

reflected at the cr i t ical density and is further reabsorbed during i t s

return passage.

Collisional Exchange

The 'hot' electrons transfer a part of their energy to ions by

Coulomb collisions and th is rate of transfer is given by

where the collision tji"»

The transferred energy is shared among the heavy species by Coulomb collisions

among ions and scattering between neutrals and ions. The classical expression

in Eq. (IV.31) for the collision time is to be modified when the electrons obey

a degenerate Fermi distribution.

During collisions with ions, a part of the electron energy is radiated

away and may be reabsorbed by the plasma. The radiation losses axe due to the

free-free, bound-free and bound-bound processes. The most important is the
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radiation arising from th« freo-free transitions and its rate

is r''ren by

f
An important effect of the bound-free transitions is the lonization of the

pellet initially. The rate of energy loss P X t o a n ** °^*aine^

from the appropriate equations describing the ionlzatinn process. The

tound-bound process results in the line spectra. The emission and absorption

from such processes requires a detailed calculation of opacities and the

solution to the radiative transport problem.

r Processes

The bhermonuclear reactions are trigR'ired nfien the ions reach a

temperature of *v/ 1 Kev. The reaction products rnay redeposit their energy

in the plasma.

DT Reaction

This reaction proceeds as

f.33)

The reaction rates are
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VT

for 7 i > f o

for "T < 10 Ke/ (IV.35)

PD Reaction

This reaction proceeds in two alternate ways with approximately-

equal probability:

D + D — > T ( 1.01 MeV ) + p ( 3.02 MeV)

— * 5 H e (0.82 MeV ) + « ( 2.45 MeV)

The rate equations are

where

(lV.36)
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As a first approximation it is assumed that the charged particles of the

reaction instantaneously deposit their energy In the plasma locally while

the neutrons carry off their energy. Thus the rate of energy deposition

per unit mass by DT reaction Is given by

f =3-5- <<rv»

The -faro DD reactions may be lumped together and the energies of the charged

particles when averaged give the rate of energy deposition as

Ihis energy deposited by the reaction products is shared between electron

17)and ion population in the following proportion

Fe
= 32. SpT/(3Z+Te) +

where the electron temperature T~ is in fev.

In actual physical situation, however, the charged particles from

-thermonuclear reactions do not deposit their energy locally as is assumed in

above estimates of Eqs.(IV.39 - 41). In fact the charged particles travel

finite distance in the plasma before they are stopped. During their passage

through piasaa -they lose their energy in collisions. Ihis energy is then
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partitioned among electrons and ionn. It is also possible that the neutrons

may lose their energy by elastic collisions with the ions. In short, a

detailed analysis of the slowing down of the charged particles and the heating

caused by the neutrons is desirable to arrive at the final conclusions.

Some insight into the absorption of fast particles in the pellet

plasma can be obtained by considering the dependence of tiieix ranges on the

compression achieved. Jrom Eq.(ll.38), the range of the oC. -particles for

thermonuclear temperature (T r\* 10 #K) j B g i v e n

**V / / 22 —̂ 5

Here /£• is the compression 'H/*|<, where f\,0 (-4.5 x 10 em ) is the

density of the solid D-T pellet. It should be noted that the radius R of

the pellet varies as "X " . It is thus clear that for high compressions;

one can attain the condition fc. ̂ ^ f^ so that the energy of p^ -particle

is completely deposited in the pellet. On the other hand, the range of neutrons

in a D-T pellet under similar conditions is approximately given by

-

The neutrons are thus likely to deposit their energy into the pellet at

compressions which are an order of magnitude hipher than that required for the

OC -particles.

17.2 NUMERICAL SCHEME

A numerical method described below to solve the momentum and energy

equations is based on an approach wherein the plasma is divided into a number

of cells and the dynamics of each cell is followed in time. More explicitly,
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the spherical plasma of radius R is divided lntt JJUX- cells with the

addition of two dummy oells at the two extremities. The first dummy oeJJ is

bounded by the interfaces j - 1 and J • 2 at the origin r • 0. The

outermost dummy oell has the inner interface j « JMiX + 2 at the outer

boundary ( ^ . S R R ) of the plasma and the outer interface j - JIUX + 3.

In this notation, the j oell is bounded by the interfaces at <fe.s'

and <£— 'fc/C+jt u shown in Fig.17.1. All the physical variables are

represented with a subscript $ to indicate the cell and a superscript

to lndioate the time; The r-t mesh is displayed in Fig. 17.2.
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All the quantities, vis. densities, temperatures, volume, pressures and Buses

are referred to the particular cell whereas Hie position (r) and Telocity (u)

refer to the interfaces. The time intervals are defined as

(ir.4a)

Die variation of the number densities and masses In a given cell over one time

step is ignored. It i s expected that the error in doing so Is of the sane

Order as that of truncation in1 the finite difference scheme employed here.

a) Mpifffli'tW111 Equation in Finite Difference Scheme

The momentum equation (IV.10) can be easily cast into the following

finite difference form:

M= 4:
w

and •*vi*<e_ i n E^*^ IT*1°) n a B D e e n s e p l * * * *y *he Von-Heumann v i scos i ty

term, having the same dimension as pressure,

where

/ r v.*+v.«-' { i+< *
& is an adjustable constant. It should be noted that 6<> ^

V"4*" ^ > "N/- **•""* Li ordtr to BOIT* the finite differwhen V".4*" ^ > "N/- **•""* . Li ordtr to BOIT* the finite difference

•quation (l?*43) the boundary condition ar«
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VL = o

+4r
frar al l times. Using Bis.(IV.43 - 46)» *^C - * - is obtained few al l

^ in 3 ^ ^ ^ TMAX -+2L. These velocities axe then used to

compute the new positions of Interfaces according to the finite difference

equation,

which can be obtained from Eq.(l7.1i).

b) Energy Eauatlotj in Difference

The energy equations (IT.12, 1j) are converted into finite difference

form by assigning to the relevant physical quantities their average values in

the J * cell. This yields

V
The fora of Eqs.(17.48, 49) i" based on our assumption that -the particle numbers

do not vary over one tins step. I t may be noted that Ha electronic quantities

and p are, in general, ooaplioated functions of temperature fl .
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It is assumed, for simplicity, ti«t the quantities J? f C-^, 1c

and v^K- / \ y which ocour in the definition of thermal conductivity In

Eqs.(HM5) and (IV. 21 )̂  are constant over one time step. Consequently, the

Eq«.(lV.48f 49) can be explicitly rewritten in the following fora. The

energy equation for the electrons takes the finite-difference fora

i
and the corresponding equation for the heavy species is given \>y
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where the notation

* * * .

has been.used. It should be noted that X In Iq.(1^.52) represents any of the

Yariables T , 1 , radius ^C. * voluae ^ and the area A (m AW^r' )• n »

other necessary quantities Tt. and •Ct/v. ^ \ In evaluating | ^ 0 * and

"* defined as

I t may be eaphasised here that the linearllgr in temperature has been aalntalned

In Eq«.(lY.50f 51) by separating the non-linear dependence of conduction

coefficients on tenperature, as Indicated by the T» terss. fills non-linearity,

however, should be properly taken oar* of by an iteratiw procedure. The

teaperature T4* is approximated by I 4
n In the beginning of Mt» iteration

oycle and 1hen by 1y* In * • subsequent iterations until Hw oonrercence
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1B obtained. It 1B found that, In practical cases, two or three Iterations

are sufficient. Apart from these Intermediate Iterations, the tridiagonal

system of Eqa.(l7.50, 51) connecting tiie temperature T i to \> . t must

be solved for all j in 2L ^ 4 . ^ JTvj /\X+Z w l t n * •

boundary conditions of no heat transport across the oentral and the outermost

Interfaces.

In the numerical analysis, the energy source'terms In Eqs.(lV.5O, 51)

are treated sequentially, starting with the laser absorption by the electrons

and the subsequent transfer of electron energy to ions, followed by radiative

processes, thermonuclear reactions and the eventual redeposition of fast

particles in the plasma. One first considers the energy absorption by

electrons from the laser pulse

PC*) --?, f-Ct) <"•*>
*here J^ i s the peak power in Watts and -f- tk) Is a function describing

the pulse shape in time, fete energy incident on the plasma boundary

in time ^X*t *"*"*- i* denoted by

She energy absorbed in the J cel l in time / \ "f *^ is given
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where ^^J -̂J 1° t h e ehergy incident on the J ce l l . It Is thus clee:

that

(IT.57)

is the energy incident on the (j-1) ce l l . The laser absorption process

begins from the outermost cel l and proceeds Inwards t i l l th* oell with the

critical density

.2-

is reached. At this point, a reflection of laser radiation occurs and the

reflected hewn is in turn partially absorbed in the outgoing direction before

leaving the plasM. Hie absorption integral in Eq.(lT,56) has to be carefully

evaluated since the absorption coefficient depends sensitively on the

temperature and density* More precisely,

where ^Xf t *" Mixma ^T • ! • (3T«26a). I t should be noted that eleotron

teaperaturm a n quite high in the absorbing region and i t Is reasonable to
T" Hi

assusa 1^ to be oonstant across V» j oell and the plasaa to be
uniformly Ionised. One oan further assuse that ttw Integral in *q.(lT.59)
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is performed at time V fror -^2~ ' to

9
with a linear density profile given by

where

With these simplifying asaunptions, the absorption integral In Eg..(IV.59)

becomes

It should be mentioned here that the proper centering in tins of the > >nfl

factor in •ipresoion (17.61) 1B not postlbls. One oan, howrrer, perfoi

an iterative calculation of the entire energy aquations to compensate for

Hie inaccuracy resulting froa such off-centering.
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"Hie next process to be considered is the energy transfer from hot

electrons to the cold ions by Coulomb collisions described by Eq.(lV.3O)

which can be rewritten as

(!V.62b)

Ihese can be oast into a single equation

"d AT

where
(XV.63b)

""* (W.64)

Centering L^^ at "^ ^ one can directly integrate Eq.(lV,63a)

to obtain

(vr.65)

Since al l the energy balanoe proceeses are assuned to be sequential,

in Eq..(lT.65) la taken to be
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A 'o = eo

where the temperature are computed from the implicit energy equations aa

described earlier. VtivB Eq.(lV.65) gives the new value of ( 7 1 ^ ^ — TihH)
i.

due to energy transfer occurring over -the same period t^ • £ * * * — • In
order to extract the individual values of Tl and "J\ » however,

one has to combine Eg.(IV.65) with ifae energy conservation equation given by

Ne c e 'c + % "i

.e resulting temperatures arc expressed as

(OT.68)

Die other energy events are to be treated in a manner similar to the

above disctOBsion As an example, the rate of energy loss by electrons due to

bremsstrahlung can be written as

SB e
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form Eq.(IV. J2, 48) *nd the new temperature is obtained from the old

temperature by a straightforward formula

c) Choice of Time Steps and Accuracy

The size of the tine step £ t at the start of the computation is

chosen to be sufficiently snail as compared to the rise time c l . o f * • I"89*

pulse ( J\"fc *•>-* 10 2 ^ )• Subsequently <4"C is controlled to

satiBfy one stability condition and four accuracy constraints. Tor stability,

should exceed the rate at which a disturbance would be

propagated through the medium hydrodynamically. This leads to the following

Courant-Lewy-lredrichs (CEF) condition5

A -£ F = *} ^u^ | (-tj+r-Pj )/v?J

where fhe parameter *?ct.P ^ ^ " ^ * e 8P®ea "Mi o f * h e 8 0 u n d

l s t i w j oell at time t is given by the usual adiatatio foraula^

In order to have some specified degree of ^curacy in the calculations f

i t is necessary to impose few other constraints on the tine step. First, the
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total laser energy absorption S~ « /̂i* in each time step must

be restricted to a fraction of the total energy content of the plasma. Oils

condition yields

At •H-t

or

£ f *~ (^-72b)

the change in the thictaiessof any cell during compression mat be

restricted to a fraction ^J of the current cel l thickneaa. Biia leads to

the following constraint on tiae

It is also essential that the heat conduction across the calls must be suitably

rea'trieted so that there Is no drastic rise or fal l in the neat content of any

ce l l . Denoting by iff A *~~ **** ratio of heat transport due to election

conduction into cell j to the electron tiiermal energy in that ce l l , the

following restriotlon on the time-step Is obtainedi
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corresponding to K 7~4 ^ ^ ^ " W l t t l a 1 1 * h e s e restrictions

on time step, the new time step 1B chosen to be

r.75)

The parameters **/ , **Ĵ  , ^ y and * L ^ entering into B4.(CT.71-74>

are al l positive and less than unity. The choice of an appropriate set of these

parameters is quite tricky and requiree a considerable experience.

The accuracy in the numerical calculations is ohecked by means of energy

conservation. Hie total energy k v T / due to laser absorption, the

kinetic energy |/^I<P a n d t h e thermal energy *^+A ^P*° t l i - "C"

axe given by
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W^ + W£ (W.79)

Finally, the energy v\j & added to the plasna by al l -Uie oilier processes

is given by

The error 4 W - . in energy in the laat tine step is thus given by

whereas the total error to date- is given by

These two errors ere the aeasures of the accuracy of computation,

d) Some Br^flipfnarr Results

I t is of primary interest to study the dynamics and neutron production

in the pellet with single shocks. The numerical results presented hers are

obtained22' for a D-D pellet of solid-density 4 x 1022/o«3« %• laaer used

has a wavelength of 1*06 IX- producing pulses of rise-tias tnL of 10 pseo.

%e profile of the pulse corresponds to a linear rise upto 0.455 tr followed

by a Gaussian out after two rise-tiaes. fully, ionised plaraa having a density
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profile with a uniform solid density in the core of radius ^t^_ followed by

a tall of thickness - X i to simulate p re pulse conditions has been assumed.

Pellets with core radii 100 /-*- and 300 J*- are investigated with varying

peak powers of the laser.

The compression achieved for various peak powers to and pellets of

different sizes K^x.f ̂ *~t ) I s shown as a function of core-radius in Pigs.IV.3

to IT.7. These figures indicate that the compression is around a very narrow

central zone, the maximum compression being less than 40. It is also clear

from the figures that the shock-front moves to the centre as the time progresses,

finally collapsing at the centre. The collapse of the shock at the centre

causes a large increase in the density. The entire process takes place in a few

picoseconds before a rarefaction wave sets in. As the power increases, the

shock-front takes less tine to reach the centre. The same conclusion can be

arrived from the neutron-production curve displayed in Fig.17.8. However, i t

must be emphasized that shock-formation may not be achieved for al l peak powers

as is indicated by the case shown in Pig.IV.9. The ion and electron temperature

profiles for two peak powers are shown in Figs.17.10 and 17.11. The main,

indication here is the sudden rise of temperature wiHi the approach of shock to

the centre. Although initially the Ion and electron temperatures are different

due to poor energy equilibration, they nearly equalize when the shock reaches

the centre.

The multiple shock case which is of real interest in the laser-fusion

process because of the possibility of achieving high conpression can be studied

with pulses of nanosecond duration. Here the compression game lasts over a

duration of the order of several picoseconds. Soas preliminary results for a
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a D-T pellet of solid-density profile with such a pulse are described in

Figs.IV.12 and IV.13. Here the compression extends over a wide region of

inner core of the pellet, the maximum compression being around 350 tines

•Bie solid-density. The convergence of shocks to the centre takes place in

about 50 psec. as is indicated in the neutron-production curve of Flg.IT.13.

More detailed investigations with different laser profiles, pellet sizes and

density distributions are in progress and the results will be published

elsewhere.

Flg. TT. 3 Compression profiles for a 20^/t radius 0-9 pellet with til*
laser power P. - 1013 W,
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CHAPTER Y

CONCUSIOH

The major motivation for i n i t i a t i n g the present extensive work on

laser induced fusion i s due to the considerable global i n t e r e s t in th i s recent

concept of thermonuclear energy production. Although the ult imate goal of thiB

concept i s to harness, inexhaustible energy from the oceans, i t has already

triggered a tremendous in teres t in invest igat ing the laser-plasma interact ions

^theoret ica l ly as we l l as experimentally. I t has a l s o led to the development of

high pomr pulsed laser systems and the associated opt i c s . The idea of laser

fusion, however, i s not jus t abstract and i t must be emphasized here that the

f e a s i b i l i t y of th i s concept has been c l e a r l y demonstrated in a few leading

laboratories of the world recent ly .

The present report deals e s s e n t i a l l y with the theoret ica l aspects of

'laser fus ion. The bas ic features of th is process are c l e a r l y brought out in

the introduction (Chapter l)> The second chapter on laser plasma interact ions

d i scus se s , a t l ength , the var ie ty of non-linear mechanisms responsible for an

enhanced absorption of laser energy into the plasma. The stimulated sca t ter ing

processes which hinder the absorption are also treated in the same chapter.

The central i ssue in laser fusion i s the implosion of the p e l l e t . The

implosion must be such that only the core of the p e l l e t i s e f f i c i e n t l y compressed

to very high dens i t i es and brought to ign i t ion temperatures. This problem of

compression involves the hydrodynamics of convergent shocks driven by the

incident pressure a t the p e l l e t surface. A comprehensive discussion of th i s

aspect i s presented in the third chapter on gas dynamics and the shock phenomena.

Numerical re su l t s on spherical implosion by a convergent sequence of weak shocks
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in tiie plasma are reported in separate publications.

The various involved non-linear processes relevant to the laser fusion

problem *e not amenable to an exact analytical treatment. Consequently,

numerical simulation experiments are of vital importance in understanding the

energetics of the laser implosion schemes. Such experiments can be conveniently

carried out by resorting to a hydrodynamic approach for a description of the

plasma. A suitable hydrodynamic model to simulate the evolution of laser heated

spherically symmetric plasma has been developed by us. This is outlined in

Chapter Vf on numerical simulation of laser fusion. The numerical results

obtained with our model have been discussed elsewhere.

This report deals entirely with laser induced fusion. There are,

however, two other alternative schemes which use intense beams of relativistic

electrons or ions in place of laser. In fact, the fusion by means of electron

beams has been -observed in some laboratories very recently. The main advantage

of the laser fusion concept is the possibility of achieving super high pellet

compressions due to the. precision optics. The major disadvantages are high

cost and low efficiency of laser beam generations and poor laser plasma

coupling. In contrast,, the electron beams are easier and nuch cheaper to

produce than laser beams of equivalent energy output. Moreover, the large

self-magnetic fields aiisDelated with the electron beams allow a pulsed

magnetic confinement of the pellet plasma. This leads to a substantial

reduction In electronic heat conduction losses and an increase In the deposition

of the energy of the charged fusion.products within the pellet. As a result,

the input energy requirements are considerably reduced. Tet another important

advantage of electron beam lies in its high coupling efficiency with the pellet.
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Thf main disadvantage of thla metiiod 1B, however, the long pulse 4uratte«

which limits the possible pellet compression. Lastly, ttie ion be«m «etbo<

Is essentially similar to the electron bean method. However, the short range

of ions Kikes them couple a«eh more efficiently wilh the pellet as coapaMd

to the electrons.
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